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1 Preface
The global financial crisis of the years 2007 to 2008 and their extensive consequences
on all fields of economical and social life, is one of the major formative events for a whole
generation. From huge losses on Wall Street to a tremendously growing number of jobless
and homeless people all over the world to insolvent cities and nations, nearly no field was
unaffected by the consequences. Some people legitimately asked the question why such
a crisis could not be prohibited. Especially parts of the academic world were blamed to
have significantly contributed to the financial crisis by offering models relying on unre-
alistic assumptions. Of course the academic world has contributed to the formation of
the global financial crisis, on the one hand by developing simple theoretical models and
on the other hand by neglecting their function as a warning voice of a simple adaption
of the theoretical models to the real world. By definition a theoretical model is a nec-
essary simplification of the real world to make the complexities nearly understandable
and manageable. During my whole time as research assistant at the chair in Finance and
Financial Control at University of Passau, I was wondering how my academic research can
contribute to improve existing theoretical models in asset pricing by better representing
and modeling the real world. Obviously, the adopted theoretical models missed several
factors or relied on unrealistic assumptions, that amplified the consequences of the global
financial crisis.
In view of the global financial crisis, I set myself the target to empirically identify in a
first step missing factors and misspecified models in asset pricing with my research activ-
ities. As a next step I want to give several recommendations for future theoretical models
in asset pricing, that may help to reduce real world consequences of future financial crises.
In order to reach my research target, I am concentrating on two often neglected factors
in practical asset pricing: Extreme values and non-linearities.
Most theoretical models in asset pricing completely neglect extreme values. A rather
curious assumption, as exactly extreme outcomes are present during times of financial
crises. The classical assumption of normal distributed returns, however is by far not
suited to properly analyze and model extreme outcomes in asset pricing. The analysis
of extreme values originally stems from mathematical and statistical research and has
long been applied in several fields, like construction and materials technology. In order
to analyze extreme values and their influence in asset pricing, I am using the mathemat-
ical concept of Extreme Value Theory (EVT), which slowly becomes widely accepted in
empirical finance research. Especially categories like risk management in financial and
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regulatory institutions benefit to a great extent by the adoption of EVT, as this concept
is able to provide sophisticated models for extreme outcomes.
The next considered issue in my dissertation concerns non-linearities in asset pricing.
It is a well accepted assumption in most adopted asset pricing models that relationships
between several parameters can be described by simple linear dependence structures.
However, intuition suggests that dependence structures between several parameters can
not be characterized by a simple linear relationship during the whole time. For exam-
ple it is obvious that during recessions the number of company defaults raises which in
turn further amplify economic recessions leading to further company defaults. In order to
empirically analyze and model non-linearities in asset pricing, I am focusing on Markov
regime switching models and copula functions. These theoretical concepts are well suited
for my empirical analysis, as they are relatively easy to implement and their results are
also relatively easy to interpret. In short Markov regime switching models allow to model
the changing impact of several factors during time. The mathematical concept of copula
functions facilitate to exactly analyze and model non-linear dependence structures in as-
set pricing. The concept stems from extensive mathematical research and it also becomes
widely accepted in empirical research and modeling in the academic world as well as in
risk management departments of financial and regulatory institutions.
My empirical research concentrates on the well-developed US-stock market, analyzing
data from 1974 to 2012, in order to model the impact of extremes and non-linearities.
Furthermore, as the analysis of only one well-developed stock market would provide rather
limited global results, I am also analyzing emerging sovereign bond markets in my dis-
sertation. As the global financial market is not only influenced by well-developed stock
markets, I want to consider a broader picture in analyzing also sovereign bond markets
from emerging countries. The special focus lies here on Latin American sovereign bond
issues from 2000 to 2011, especially on Brazilian sovereign bonds.
The research questions mentioned at the beginning are empirically analyzed in three
self-contained essays. The first essay "Time-Varying Conditional Market Returns: Is
Variance or Tail-Risk Priced", co-authored by Prof. Dr. Niklas Wagner, empirically in-
vestigates the question whether there is a positive relationship between aggregate market
tail risk and expected returns. Based on the classical risk return trade-off, intuition sug-
gests a statistically positive relationship between aggregate market tail risk and expected
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returns. In an utility-based setting Scott and Horvath (1980) show, that rational agents
are characterized by specific aversions and preferences to specific higher moments. The
aversion and preference is also incorporated in recently developed asset pricing models
like in Dittmar (2002). In a qualitative manner the essay theoretically determines the
effect of higher moments on the left tail of a specific density functions and shows that
specific higher moments increase the thickness of the tail. The paper further condenses
the specific aversion and preference to one measurable factor, the tail index ξ. Here the
paper relies on EVT in order to estimate the thickness of the left tail via fitting a Gen-
eralized Pareto Distribution (GPD) in a moving window approach to the standardized
residuals of GARCH-filtered return time series.
The empirical analysis is examined for weekly S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE index
returns from 01/11/1974 to 05/18/2012. In order to gain robust results the GPD-fitting
is conducted for several numbers of maxima, i.e. threshold levels. In the next step the
relationship between lagged aggregate market tail risk and market returns is analyzed
with a simple regression analysis. For the 6th and 7th percentile of maxima the paper
finds for the S&P 500 a statistically and economically significant positive relationship
between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns. The same positive relationship
is found for weekly NASDAQ and NYSE index returns, however there can be found no
statistically significant relationship based on a two-sided t-test. Considering a one-sided
t-test findings can be verified for the 6th and 7th percentile of NYSE index. In a next step
the following macroeconomic control variables (I) changes in default spread, (II) changes
in term spread, (III) detrended riskless rate and (IV) changes in gold prices are included
in the regression analysis as a further robustness check. As expected the statistical sig-
nificance declines in the regression analysis, however the paper still finds a statistically
and economically significant positive relationship between aggregate market tail risk and
expected returns for the 6th percentile of the S&P 500 index. For NASDAQ and NYSE
index the results can not be verified by including macroeconomic control variables.
The next step in the empirical analysis concerns the question, whether the positive re-
lationship between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns can be described by a
linear or non-linear relationship. As Backus and Gregory (1993) and Rossi and Timmer-
mann (2011) show, the shape of the relationship between risk and return depends on the
state of the economy and the specific preferences of the representative investor. In order to
analyze the possible non-linear relationship the paper employs a two-state Markov regime
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switching framework, which is able to model different influences of specific parameters
depending on the state of an unobservable Markov chain. The regime switching model
identifies two distinct regimes, that are characterized by times of economic prosperity
and crisis periods. Empirical results for the S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE index clearly
exhibit an changing relationship of lagged aggregate market tail risk and market returns.
In times of economic prosperity the relationship is mostly negative or very low, but always
insignificant. During crisis periods the relationship becomes positive and significant from
a statistical and economical perspective.
In the further course of the paper, the determinants of changes in aggregate market tail
risk are empirically analyzed with a simple regression analysis. The included variables
contain (I) lagged changes in aggregate market tail risk, (II) lagged changes in default
spread, (III) lagged changes in term spread, (IV) lagged detrended riskless rate, (V) lagged
changes in gold prices and (VI) lagged changes in VIX index. According to the empirical
results, the paper is not able to identify significant determinants of changes in aggregate
market tail risk, which are independent of the chosen threshold or stock market index.
The paper contributes to previous literature in several ways. First it offers an statis-
tically well founded method for aggregate tail risk estimation in relying on EVT. In the
second place it empirically determines a positive relationship between lagged aggregate
market tail risk and market returns, based on a time-series approach, which can be further
characterized by a non-linear dependence structure.
The second essay "Credit Cycle Dependent Spread Determinants in Emerging Sovereign
Debt Markets", co-authored with Kannan S. Thuraisamy, PhD and Prof. Dr. Niklas Wag-
ner, empirically estimates non-linear dependence structures of determinants of changes in
sovereign bond spreads. The paper identifies sovereign credit spread determinants with
the classical Merton (1974) structural model of default, applied to sovereign credit is-
sues. In a first step the influence of determinants of sovereign credit spread changes is
analyzed with a simple regression model. The empirical dataset consists of daily changes
in emerging markets sovereign bond issues of Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela
from 03/01/2000 to 06/30/2011. The included variables contain (I) proxy for changes
in the capacity index, represented by the return of the specific countries’ equity market
index, (II) changes in the riskless short rate, (III) changes in the slope of the riskless
term structure, (IV) changes in implied stock market volatility, represented by changes
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in the VIX and (V) changes in the gold price, as proxy for crisis indicator. As the paper
analyses sovereign Euro bond issues, i.e. sovereign bond issues denominated in US Dollar,
the included variables also contain (VI) changes in local currency to US Dollar and (VII)
changes in Euro to US Dollar. The both last mentioned variables are included as the paper
argues that the country’s specific capacity index will not only be influenced by changes in
the local exchange rate, instead it will also be influenced by the changes in other currencies
(here Euro) with respect to the currency of sovereign debt denomination (here US Dollar).
The paper’s unconditional regression results exhibit an statistically and economically
significant relationship of the selected parameters in line with theoretical predictions.
However, the results show that the classical model of spread changes determinants leaves
a significant part of changes in emerging markets sovereign credit spreads unexplained and
obviously omits relevant determinants. With the application of a Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), the paper identifies one systematic factor that influences all sovereign
bond series under study in the same magnitude. With the application of the simple re-
gression model the paper is not able to identify this common systematic factor. The paper
interprets this omitted systematic variable as an unobservable sovereign credit cycle. Ob-
viously the determinants of changes in sovereign credit spreads depend on a credit cycle,
which in turn can be interpreted as the state of the economy of the specific country and
region respectively of the global financial system.
In order to incorporate the unobservable credit cycle component in the model of sovereign
credit spread changes, the paper explains the changes within a two-state Markov regime
switching framework. The parsimonious modeling with two distinct regimes is justified
on the one hand by real world connected events of the specific economic states and on the
other hand by the principle of not overfitting the model. Furthermore the applied esti-
mation method allows changes in the credit cycle to be related to region specific or global
factors and to happen on any given trading day. Within the Markov regime switching
framework the paper is able do identify two distinct states, one determined as crisis regime
in the sovereign bond credit cycle, which is characterized by high spread change volatility.
The other regime is determined as times of economic prosperity, which in turn is charac-
terized by low spread change volatility. Results of the two-state Markov regime switching
framework clearly identify a non-linear influence of determinants of changes in emerging
markets sovereign credit spreads. The statistical and economical significance as well as
the sign of some determinants changes with respect to the underlying sovereign credit
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cycle. In general spread change determinants have an higher impact during the crisis
regime. Furthermore our results indicate an improvement of model fit and spread change
explanation in comparison to conventional unconditional credit spread analysis. Finally
the regime switching framework allows to identify breaks in the behavior of sovereign
credit risk determinants. The results of the paper have for instance major implications
on sovereign credit rating estimation within financial and regulatory institutions, as our
results clearly raise doubt on unconditional sovereign bond ratings.
The third paper "Modeling the Dependence Structure between Aggregate Market Tail
Risk and Expected Returns" takes on the results of the first paper regarding the non-
linear positive dependence structure between aggregate market tail risk and expected
returns. In order to implement a more profound analysis of the non-linear pattern, the
paper employs several copula functions to model the conditional bivariate time series de-
pendence structure. Against the background of the last global financial crisis, the issue of
accurate dependence modeling in financial markets has recently gained further attention
in the empirical finance literature. Copula functions are well suited to model linear and
non-linear dependence structures of any kind in empirical finance, however care has to
be taken in selecting the appropriate copula function. One famous example for copula
misusage in dependence modeling can be found in the practical adoption and use of the
Normal copula function in default modeling described by Li (2000) without questioning
basic assumptions. In order to select the appropriate copula function for modeling the
conditional time series dependence between aggregate market tail risk and expected re-
turns, the third paper of this dissertation empirically fits several copula functions in order
to determine the best dependence model. Final model selection is based on comparing
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Goodness-of-Fit tests of the specific fitted
conditional dependence models.
The empirical part of the paper employs the conditional copula modeling approach of
Patton (2013) for conditional multivariate time series modeling. The empirical dataset
contains weekly market returns for the S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE index and the
specific tail index time series of the first paper of this dissertation from 03/26/1993 to
05/18/2012. The paper models the particular marginal distributions with specific time se-
ries models. For the respective market return series the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) model
is employed. The respective detrended tail index times series for each stock market in-
dex and for the 4th to 8th percentile of extreme observations, are modeled with simple
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ARMA(1,1) time series models.
In order to estimate the appropriate copula function describing the conditional depen-
dence structure five different copula functions, with specific dependence characteristics
are fitted in the next step. The copula functions under study include the Normal copula,
t copula, Clayton copula, Frank copula and Plackett copula function. Empirical mod-
eling results clearly confirm the positive and non-linear dependence structure between
aggregate market tail risk and expected returns. The inspection of respective Akaike In-
formation Criterion (AIC) results and applied Goodness-of-Fit tests clearly indicates the
Clayton copula function to provide the best formula describing the conditional depen-
dence structure. The Clayton copula function can not account for negative dependence
and is further characterized by lower tail dependence and relatively weak upper tail de-
pendence. Obviously empirical results suggest, that the dependence structure between
low levels of aggregate market tail risk and relatively low expected market returns can
be characterized by an higher degree of dependence than vice versa. The results of the
paper contribute in several ways to existing literature, on the one hand by offering a
simple time series model for detrended aggregate market tail risk and on the other hand
by conducting an comprehensive investigation of the conditional time series dependence
structure between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns. By identifying the
Clayton copula function to model the dependence structure the best way, future asset
pricing models including tail risk premia and accounting for the non-linear dependence
structure, can incorporate tail risk by applying the Clayton copula function for describing
the non-linear dependence structure.
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2 Time-Varying Conditional Market
Returns: Is Variance or Tail Risk
Priced?
Time-Varying Conditional Market Returns: Is
Variance or Tail-Risk Priced?
Christoph Riedel and Niklas Wagner
2013
Abstract
We are able to empirically identify a significant positive relationship between market wide
tail risk and aggregate market returns. Stock market participants exhibit aversions against
specific moments of the density distribution of aggregate market returns and thus have to
be compensated for tail risk with higher expected returns. We condense the aversion to
one measurable factor, namely the tail index of a Generalized Pareto Distribution. Our
empirical results exhibit a significant positive relationship between lagged market wide tail
risk, as measured by the tail index, and stock market returns. Furthermore we derive via
a two-state Markov regime switching approach a non-linear relationship between market
tail risk and stock market returns. During crisis periods tail risk is found to be a highly
significant priced factor, whereas in normal market periods the significant relationship
vanishes completely. Additionally variance in an TGARCH-M model setting is not found
to be a priced factor in aggregate stock market returns.
Keywords: Downside Risk; Tail Index Estimation; Extreme Value Theory; Markov
regime switching
JEL Classification: C13; C22; G10; G21
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2.1 Introduction
The notion of the standard risk-return trade-off is a well known topic in finance. However,
empirical results in determining this relationship are mixed and partially confusing. Sev-
eral studies have found empirically a significant positive risk-return relationship, however
most of the studies like Chou (1988) and Ghysels et al. (2005) just define risk as the
conditional variance of aggregate stock market returns1. The theory of this relationship is
treated in detail by Merton (1973) and Merton (1980) and his definition of the intertempo-
ral capital asset pricing model (ICAPM). The model postulates that the expected excess
return on the aggregate stock market is a linear function of the conditional estimate of the
stock market return variance. Despite the theoretical appealing derivation the ICAPM
nests on several perfect capital market assumptions like the form of utility function of
the representative investor, continuous trading and no existing market frictions that can
hardly be verified in reality. On the other hand Nelson (1991) and Glosten et al. (1993)
derive a negative relation of risk and return in the aggregate stock market2. The mixed
empirical results question the definition of the term risk just as the conditional variance of
returns. As Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970) already pointed out, the definition of riskiness
of a random variable with regard to another random variable has to be more extensive
than only concentrating on the variance, especially when outcomes in the tail of the re-
spective distribution function are considered. This circumstance leads to the fact that
our paper defines risk not only as the conditional variance of returns, instead it offers a
broader definition of risk in the fact that it explicitly considers tail risk or also termed
downside risk. The approach builds on a pricing kernel that includes higher moments of
the return distribution and attempts to empirically verify the theoretical derived relation-
ship between downside risk and expected returns on a aggregate market basis.
In this paper we investigate the question, whether there is only a risk premium for
variance or additionally for the higher moments skewness and kurtosis of a return dis-
tribution. We derive the relationship of higher moments to fat-tailedness of a return
distribution and consequently define fat-tailedness as tail risk. Return distributions that
are characterized by fat-tailedness in the left tail exhibit high variance, negative skewness
1Further empirical studies finding a positive but on the majority insignificant risk-return relationship,
include for example French et al. (1987), Baillie and DeGennaro (1990) and Campbell and Hentschel
(1992).
2The significant negative relationship is also empirically verified in Campbell (1987) and Harvey (2001).
Some mixed empirical findings depend also on the empirical methodology for estimating the risk-return
relationship. The listing of time-varying risk premia studies is far from being exhaustive.
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and high kurtosis. Few paper analyzed the relationship between tail risk and expected
returns, however the results are promising with regard to an positive intertemporal rela-
tionship between tail risk and expected returns. Bali et al. (2009) derive empirically a
positive intertemporal relation for various measures of downside risk and expected mar-
ket returns in a times series approach in the United States. They use several proxies
for downside risk like non-parametric and parametric Value-at-Risk (VaR) measures and
Expected Shortfall (ES) as well as a proprietary tail risk measure to analyze the intertem-
poral relation. However, the determination of their used tail risk proxies relies heavily on
distributional assumptions for parametric VaR and the qualitative non-parametric VaR
does not explicitly determine the specific tail, instead they just use the lowest return in
the specific window under inspection. Kelly (2011) estimates market wide conditional
tail risk through a cross-sectional approach and finds that the cross-sectional tail distri-
bution of realized stock returns in the United States is a good proxy for aggregate tail
risk and predicts equity returns. The results are based on proxies for tail risk that are
derived with the Hill (1975) estimator and explicitly model the tail of the distribution.
However, the Hill estimator is a imprecise method for tail thickness estimation and ad-
ditionally it is only applicable for fat- and thin-tailed return distributions. In a recent
article Bollerslev and Todorov (2011) use intraday high-frequency data from option prices
and a nonparametric modeling procedure to analyze pricing of aggregate tail risk in the
market. Their results show that approximately 5% of the equity premium is related to
compensation for tail risk and derive the time varying nature of the tail risk premium.
Furthermore tail risk premium contributes more than 50% to the variance risk premium,
which is defined as the difference between the statistical and risk-neutral expectation of
variance. Huang et al. (2012) document through a cross-sectional approach a significantly
positive premium for extreme downside risk even after controlling for several pricing rele-
vant factors. Their approach utilizes the tail index of a Generalized Extreme Value (GEV)
distribution in order to proxy downside risk for individual stocks. In an asset allocation
setting Jondeau and Rockinger (2006) and Harvey et al. (2010) include higher moments
in portfolio selection problems and show that in the case of non-normal distributed asset
returns neglecting higher moments in asset allocation leads to unfavorable risk positions
and significant losses in portfolio returns. In a cross sectional context Ang et al. (2001)
show that downside risk, measured as the risk that an asset’s return is highly correlated
with market down movements, is compensated by higher expected returns. They further
show that parts of returns on momentum strategies can be attributed to the downside
risk inherent in specific portfolios. Pricing of higher moments is also investigated in the
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futures markets, where Christie-David and Chaudhry (2001) find a significant pricing of
the contribution of an futures market asset to the skewness and kurtosis of a portfolio.
Related work regarding the analysis and incorporation of the findings in asset pricing
models further concern Kraus and Litzenberger (1976) and Harvey and Siddique (2000),
who extend the basic CAPM for the preference for positive skewness in a three-moment
asset pricing model and Fang and Lai (1997), Dittmar (2002) and Guidolin and Tim-
mermann (2008), who additionally include the aversion to kurtosis in the basic model to
develop a four-moment asset pricing model. However, the mentioned asset pricing models
analyze the tail risk return relationship for single assets, whereas we use the idea to de-
termine a tail risk return relationship in the aggregate stock market, similar to Bali et al.
(2009).
Our approach does not rely on hard available intraday high-frequency data, instead
we use weekly aggregate stock market returns to determine market tail risk. After fil-
tering the raw return data with a TGARCH in mean model (TGARCHM) we take the
time series of standardized residuals to estimate our aggregate tail risk proxy. We use
moving windows of one thousand observations and fit to each specific window a Gener-
alized Pareto Distribution (GPD) to determine the tail thickness of the window density
distribution by extracting the tail index ξ of each window. The tail index ξ offers an
effective measure of tail thickness and thus is well suited to approximate aggregate tail
risk. In a next step we regress the lagged tail index on weekly stock market returns. Our
findings suggest an statistically and economically significant positive relation between
lagged tail risk and returns for US stock market indices on a weekly basis as predicted
by theory, even after controlling for several macroeconomic variables. However, results
are very sensitive to the chosen threshold for GPD fitting and significance levels are very
low in a simple regression approach. Furthermore we identify via a two-state Markov
regime switching approach a non-linear relationship between market wide tail risk and
stock market returns. When the dataset is splitted into two regimes, one period of nor-
mal economic prosperity and one period of market crisis, statistical significance of tail
risk vanishes completely in the normal regime. However, in times of market crisis tail
risk becomes a highly significant positive factor in determining weekly market returns.
These empirical results provide further evidence for a non-linear relationship between risk
and return as outlined in Backus and Gregory (1993) and Rossi and Timmermann (2011).
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we derive the the-
oretical intuition for risk premia on higher moments with a pricing kernel approach and
additionally show formally the influence of varying moments on tail tickness. Section 2.3
gives a short description of our dataset. In Section 2.4 we derive in detail the estimation
methodology for conditional tail index estimation. Followed in Section 2.5 by a discussion
of empirical results and further robustness checks. In Section 2.6 we develop a empirical
model to explain changes in our tail risk estimate and Section 2.7 concludes with some
final remarks.
2.2 Theoretical Framework for Pricing of Tail Risk
Following previous literature we assume an representative investor that estimates the
expected return Rit+1 of an asset i in a no-arbitrage stochastic discount factor model
setting according to the general pricing kernel3
E[Rit+1mt+1|Ωt] = 1, (2.1)
which is based on the conditional expectation of the information set Ωt available to the
investor. The term mt+1 is defined as the stochastic discount factor and represents the in-
vestor’s marginal rate of substitution between consumption in t and t+1, U ′(Ct+1)/U ′(Ct)
or under the assumptions developed in Brown and Gibbons (1985) between aggregate
wealth W , U ′(Wt+1)/U ′(Wt). Approximation of the pricing kernel is carried out with a
non-linear function through a Taylor series expansion of the marginal utility of returns
on aggregate wealth. The exact truncation of the non-linear terms of the pricing kernel
remains a difficult task. Bansal et al. (1993) determine empirically the appropriate trun-
cation and end up with a linear term and a second and fifth order term. Analogical to
previous literature in Dittmar (2002) and Guidolin and Timmermann (2008) we determine
the non-linear pricing kernel through a third order Taylor series expansion
mt+1 = h0 + h1
U ′′
U ′
RW,t+1 + h2
U ′′′
U ′
R2W,t+1 + h3
U ′′′′
U ′
R3W,t+1, (2.2)
where U ′′
U ′ is the ratio of derivatives of the utility function evaluated at current wealth.
Truncation at the third order term can be justified on the one hand empirically by mostly
non-existence and hard interpretability of higher moments than kurtosis and at the other
3See Harvey and Siddique (2000) and Dittmar (2002).
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hand by classic expected utility arguments considering an utility maximizing representa-
tive investor. We assume risk averse agents that show specific preferences for particular
moments of their expected utility distribution of wealth. Under the assumption of positive
marginal utility, Scott and Horvath (1980) show that risk averse agents with strict consis-
tency for moment preference exhibit preferences and aversions to specific moments of the
agent’s return distribution on investment. Their results imply that risk averse investors
can be characterized by an aversion to variance and kurtosis (also called temperance)
as well as a preference for positive skewness (also termed prudence, see e.g. Deck and
Schlesinger (2010)).
In order to qualitatively analyze the influence of moments on the tail of a specific den-
sity function, consider a density distribution of market returns that can be characterized
by a close to normal density that additionally exhibits skewness and kurtosis4. Specific
quantiles of this empirical density function can be approximated using the Cornish-Fisher
expansion5, which principally estimates quantiles of a non-normal distribution as a func-
tion of quantiles of the standard normal distribution and an adjustment term that incor-
porates the skewness and kurtosis of the empirical distribution6. The quantile qα of the
empirical density function characterized by skewness and kurtosis can be estimated by
qα = q˜ασ + µ. (2.3)
The quantile q˜α is approximated by the quantile zα of the standard normal density
adjusted for the inherent skewness s and excess kurtosis k of the empirical density function
q˜α ≈ zα + 1
6
(
z2α − 1
) · s+ 1
24
zα
(
z2α − 3
) · k − 1
36
zα
(
2z2α − 5
) · s2. (2.4)
By taking the derivatives with respect to variance σ, skewness s and excess kurtosis k of
equation 2.3 and estimating different quantiles of the density function one can determine
the effect of specific moments on the thickness of the respective tail.
4This assumption can be regarded as a valid assumption in finance.
5For an detailed treatment of the Cornish-Fisher expansion see e.g. Johnson et al. (1994).
6The estimation of the respective quantile can be approximated with higher orders, see e.g. Johnson
et al. (1994) pp. 63, however we employ the Cornish-Fisher expansion only to show qualitatively the
influence of the first four moments on the left tail of the density function.
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The derivatives in Table 2.1 show for different quantiles α and with reasonable choices
of the parameters σ, s and k the influence of specific moments on the tail of the density
function. In detail the derivation determines qualitatively that positive variance, negative
skewness and positive kurtosis lead to fat-tailed return distributions in the left tail, since
higher absolute values of these moments imply a more negative value of the respective
quantile. As the particular derivatives exhibit, the impact of excess kurtosis k vanishes
between the 4% and 5% quantile, as the derivative converts to positive values. Obviously
skewness s exhibits in that quantile-region an greater effect and one reaches the "kink"
of the density distribution. Since rational agents on capital markets exhibit an aversion
to variance, negative skewness and kurtosis, as outlined in Scott and Horvath (1980), the
aversion to the specific moments can be combined to an overall aversion to left fat tails,
because exactly these moments increase the thickness of the left tail. The aversion of
rational agents to tail risk leads to the assumption of an intertemporal compensation of
tail risk with higher expected returns.
2.3 The Dataset
The dataset consists of weekly log-returns of the Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) index,
which contains the 500 leading companies in the US and represents approximately 80%
of available market capitalization in the United States. This large representation makes
the S&P 500 well suited for the analysis of pricing of aggregate market tail risk in capital
markets. Weekly returns have been chosen because daily returns are characterized by
noise, which leads to identification problems of an significant tail risk return trade-off
in capital markets. For holidays on the respective day, the closing prices of the trading
days before the holiday are taken. The sample period spans from January, 11th 1974 to
May, 18th 2012 and includes approximately forty years of capital market history and thus
the dataset covers several market turbulences and crashes. Summary statistics of weekly
index returns are presented in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Summary Statistics of weekly S&P 500 log-returns
Summary statistics and Ljung-Box statistics of lag one to ten of the weekly S&P 500 log-returns for the
sample period 01/11/1974 to 05/18/2012. Ljung-Box statistics for squared weekly S&P 500 index returns
are given in the second column. P-values for Ljung-Box statistics in parentheses.
Returns Squared returns
lag Q-Stat P-Values lag Q-Stat P-Values
Observations 2002 1 4.196 (0.041) 1 147.000 (0.000)
Mean 0.001285 2 7.159 (0.028) 2 198.390 (0.000)
Median 0.002749 3 7.159 (0.067) 3 277.54 (0.000)
Maximum 0.132046 4 9.548 (0.049) 4 315.160 (0.000)
Minimum -0.200837 5 9.638 (0.086) 5 338.24 (0.000)
Standard Deviation 0.023362 6 22.259 (0.001) 6 381.29 (0.000)
Skewness -0.528867 7 26.488 (0.000) 7 477.050 (0.000)
Kurtosis 8.284468 8 26.693 (0.001) 8 502.170 (0.000)
Jarque-Bera 2422.787 9 26.853 (0.001) 9 508.530 (0.000)
Probability 0.000 10 27.536 (0.002) 10 515.590 (0.000)
The Jarque-Bera test of normality is clearly rejected for weekly index returns. Addi-
tionally Ljung-Box statistics of weekly index returns as well as squared returns exhibit a
significant degree of autocorrelation on common significance levels. Thus weekly S&P 500
index returns can not be regarded as an identically and independently distributed (iid)
time series.
2.4 Estimation Methodology
In order to overcome traditional approaches of modeling tail quantiles of stock market
returns several authors have proposed the use of extreme value theory (EVT)7 in empiri-
cal studies e.g. amongst others Longin (1996), Longin (2000), Danielsson and Morimoto
(2000), Neftci (2000), Bali (2003), Wagner (2003), Jondeau and Rockinger (2003), Wagner
and Marsh (2005) and Gilli and Kellezi (2006). However, the central limiting results in
EVT depend on an iid dataset. As it is obvious from the Ljung-Box statistics shown in the
previous chapter, weekly index returns can not be regarded as an iid time series. This leads
to the approach of determining tail risk not directly of the raw log-return series but of the
7For a detailed introduction to extreme value theory consult the monographs by Embrechts et al. (1997),
Coles (2001) and Reiss and Thomas (2007).
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GARCH-filtered log-return series, i.e. the innovation distribution of the specific GARCH
model. Tail risk is proxied in this paper by the tail index ξ of the empirical distribution
function of the innovations of the specific GARCH model, following the methodology of
McNeil and Frey (2000). So violation of the basic EVT assumption of an iid time series
contrary to several empirical studies like Longin (1996) and Longin (2000) can be avoided.
Methodological Framework for Tail Index Estimation
EVT forms a powerful framework for estimation and modeling of extreme market move-
ments in empirical finance analysis. Extreme value analyses enable the estimation of
the probability of events that are more extreme than any that have already been ob-
served and so allows for extrapolation of existing datasets (see Embrechts et al. (1997)
and Coles (2001)). However, the limiting results like the Fisher-Tippett theorem of EVT
are based on the basic assumption of an iid-time series, which has been proven not to
exist for financial return series. In order to circumvent this problem the paper uses the
approach of McNeil and Frey (2000) for treating the standardized residuals with the tools
of EVT. The tail index ξ determines the distribution of standardized maxima in EVT and
expresses explicitly the degree of tail thickness yielding an excellent proxy for tail risk.
For modeling of extreme values two different approaches are existing, the block maxima
method and the peaks over threshold method (POT). The block maxima approach fits a
Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution to maxima of specific blocks, whereas the
POT approach models exceedances of a high threshold with a Generalized Pareto Distri-
bution (GPD). The central result of EVT is that the only possible limiting distribution
for the standardized maxima of a regular varying distribution function are of the Gumbel,
characterized by ξ = 0, Fréchet (ξ > 0) and Weibull (ξ < 0) families. In the following a
GPD is fitted to the extreme values of the standardized residuals series for estimation of
the tails of the TGARCH-M-filtered time series. The estimation of a GPD allows for a
consistent determination of the tail index. Further well-known approaches for tail index
estimation are existing in the literature, like Pickands (1975), Hill (1975) and Dekkers
et al. (1989) estimator. The well-known Hill estimator is not used in this paper, because
it is only working for ξ > 0. As will be seen in the following estimation results in some
times tail indices are determined to have negative values and so the Hill estimator is not
appropriate for tail index estimation in this research context.
In the following section a short introduction to the POT-approach based on Embrechts
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et al. (1997) is given8. The extreme values of an iid empirical dataset X = X1, · · · , Xn
can be modeled by the exceedances of a high threshold u. The number of exceedances of
u are denoted by Nu and the excesses of the threshold are denoted by Y1, · · · , YNu . The
distribution function of the excesses is then given by
Fu(y) = P (X − u ≤ y|X > u) = P (Y ≤ y|X > u), y ≥ 0. (2.5)
The exceedances of the threshold u can be modeled by a GPD Gξ,β with parameters ξ ∈ R
and β > 0, which has distribution function of the tail
G¯ξ,β(x) =

(
1 + ξ x
β
)− 1
ξ if ξ 6= 0,
e−
x
β if ξ = 0,
x ∈ D(ξ, β), (2.6)
where
D(ξ, β) =
[0,∞) if ξ ≥ 0,[0,−β/ξ] if ξ < 0. (2.7)
The tail of the GPD can be completely characterized by the two parameters ξ and β. The
parameter β is a function of the threshold u and care has to be taken by the selection of
the appropriate threshold u which represents a crucial task in EVT. The selection process
of an optimal u implies a bias-variance trade-off, because a threshold too low results in
too many exceedances that may violate the limiting results of EVT and thus may not be
modeled correctly by a GPD, whereas a very high threshold may induce an insufficient
number of exceedances that result in a poor fitting of the GPD. The choice of an appro-
priate threshold will be revisited in the following empirical section.
The empirical estimators ξˆ and βˆ of the dataset X = (X1, · · · , Xn) can be determined
via maximization of the log-likelihood function
`((ξ, β);X) = −nlnβ −
(
1
ξ
+ 1
) n∑
i=1
ln
(
1 +
ξ
β
Xi
)
. (2.8)
The method of parameter estimation for the GPD via maximum likelihood is effective
for ξ > −0.5 and the maximum likelihood estimators are regular resulting in the usual
asymptotic properties consistency and asymptotic efficiency of maximum likelihood esti-
8For an extensive presentation see for instance the monographs by Embrechts et al. (1997) and Coles
(2001).
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mators (Smith (1985)).
The GARCH-filtering approach
The McNeil and Frey (2000) approach9 was originally developed to estimate more ac-
curate risk measures like Value-at-Risk (VaR) and Expected Shortfall (ES) than with
traditional non-parametric and parametric methods. The tails of the conditional re-
turn distribution are estimated with the use of EVT. The basic assumption concerns
the stationarity of the financial time series of asset price returns with stochastic volatil-
ity structure10. The stochastic volatility structure leads to conditional heteroscedasticity
which is present in most financial data. In order to take into account heteroscedasticity
of the data the approach of McNeil and Frey (2000) uses GARCH-modeling and pseudo-
maximum-likelihood estimation techniques to obtain estimates of the conditional volatil-
ity. In McNeil and Frey (2000) the dynamics of volatility are modeled by a GARCH(1,1)
specification with normal innovations and the conditional mean is described by an AR(1)
process. After fitting this model to the dataset the standardized residuals are used in the
next step of the approach. The GARCH-filtering is necessary to receive an approximately
iid series of residuals that exhibits fat-tails. In turn the iid series is essential for proper
use of the principles of EVT for modeling the tails of the innovation series. Via the inver-
sion of the tail estimator formula a specific quantile of the innovation distribution can be
determined. Furthermore it is possible to model the left and right tail separately which is
consistent with empirical results of asymmetry in the tails of empirical density functions
of asset returns (see Jondeau and Rockinger (2003) and Riedel and Wagner (2013)). The
final estimation of the conditional return distribution in the approach of McNeil and Frey
(2000) can be constructed from the filtered distribution of the standardized residuals and
estimators of the conditional mean and volatility. Several applications and extensions of
the McNeil and Frey (2000) approach have been made in the empirical literature and
results suggest that the conditional EVT method yields more accurate estimates of VaR
in comparison to standard parametric estimation techniques11.
9The idea of pre-filtering the financial time series first for appropriate adoption of the concepts of EVT
was earlier mentioned e.g. in Embrechts et al. (1997), Diebold et al. (1998) and Lauridsen (2000).
10For an EVT-approach for estimating risk measures like VaR which explicitly deals with a nonstationary
time series see Chavez-Demoulin and Sardy (2004).
11See for empirical studies adopting and extending the original approach e.g. Bali and Neftci (2003),
Bystroem (2004), Krehbiel and Adkins (2005) and Chan and Gray (2006).
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The TGARCH-M model
Our approach uses a TGARCH model, also known as GJR-GARCH, with an in-mean
specification (AR(1)-TGARCH-M model) for filtering the weekly index returns12. The in
mean model of the conditional return equation allows to capture variance feedback on the
return. The in-mean specification introduced by (Engle et al. (1987)) is empirically justi-
fied by French et al. (1987) who find a positive relation between expected risk premiums
and predicted volatility as well as Gennotte and Marsh (1993), who find an approximately
linear variance return relation in monthly US equity returns. The approach of using a
in-mean model already accounts for the risk premium of variance and incorporates the
market wide pricing of variance risk in the return equation, i.e. the part of the risk pre-
mium attributed to variance is already eliminated in the standardized residuals.
The conditional return equation for weekly index returns for t = 1, . . . , T consists of a
constant µ, a first-order autoregressive term τRt−1 and an in-mean term λσ2t , that relates
conditional variance to conditional return
Rt = µ+ τRt−1 + λσ2t + t, (2.9)
where the error terms t are normally distributed with conditional variance σ2t and zero
mean. The linear dependence in weekly index returns is modeled by the first-order au-
toregressive term.
The conditional variance of weekly index returns σ2t is modeled by a TGARCH model
with threshold order of dimension one. The TGARCH model separately models the im-
pact of positive and negative innovations to variance and therefore leads to an asymmetric
GARCH specification. It was first introduced by Glosten et al. (1993) and Zakoian (1994).
Loosely speaking market information should have asymmetric effects on future volatility,
i.e. good news, represented by t−i > 0, and bad news, t−i < 0 have different effects. This
circumstance leads to the following conditional variance specification for weekly index re-
turns that allows to capture empirically found leverage effects in stock market returns
(see e.g. Christie (1982)),
12Weekly US index returns have amongst others also been modeled with GARCH models by Chou
(1988) who estimates volatility persistence and changing risk premium in the US from 1962 to 1985
and LeBaron (1992) who examines the relation between serial correlation and volatility of weekly S&
P composite index returns.
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σ2t = ω + βσ
2
t−1 + α
2
t−1 + γ
2
t−1It−1, (2.10)
where It is an indicator function and It = 1 if t < 0 and 0 otherwise. The distribution
of the error term t in the TGARCH model is generated by a normal distribution.
Estimation of the TGARCH-M model with normal distributed errors via maximum
likelihood for weekly S&P 500 index returns yields the coefficients presented in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Estimation results of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) model
Coefficients of the fitted AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) model with normal innovations to weekly S&P 500
index returns from 01/11/1974 to 05/18/2012. P-values in parentheses are based on robust standard
errors estimated with the method of Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992).
Mean equation Variance equation
Parameter λ µ τ ω α γ β
Coefficient 0.12158 0.00152 -0.07026 2.80E-05 0.04592 0.16648 0.81455
(0.935) (0.031) (0.005) (0.000) (0.046) (0.000) (0.000)
Adj. R2 0.00036
Inspection of the estimated model indicates that the parameters of the variance equa-
tion of the TGARCH specification are highly significant, whereas the in-mean parameter
of the mean equation is positive but highly insignificant in line with results of Chan et al.
(1992) for daily US stock market returns13. Obviously variance is not priced in weekly
S&P 500 index returns. However, as the TGARCH-M model specification is a highly so-
phisticated GARCH model, the in-mean term is included in the final modeling approach.
Analysis of filtered standardized residuals
After filtering the weekly S&P 500 index returns, the time series of standardized resid-
uals t/σt can be regarded as not autocorrelated. Ljung-Box statistics of the standardized
residuals and the squared standardized residuals are shown in Table 2.4, which clearly
indicate the absence of autocorrelation.
13Earlier modeling results have shown that an AR(2)-term in the mean equation is highly insignificant, so
an AR(2) term for the purpose of removing existing autocorrelation in weekly returns is not included.
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Table 2.4: Summary statistics of standardized residuals
Summary statistics of the standardized residuals of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered weekly S&P 500
index log-returns for the sample period 01/11/1974 to 05/18/2012. P-values are given in parentheses.
Ljung-Box statistics for squared standardized residuals are given in the second column. P-values for
Ljung-Box statistics are given in parentheses.
Standardized residuals Squared standardized residuals
lag Q-Stat P-Values lag Q-Stat P-Values
Obs. 2001 1 0.954 (0.329) 1 2.586 (0.108)
Mean -0.00723 2 3.945 (0.139) 2 5.135 (0.077)
Median 0.07649 3 3.969 (0.265) 3 5.182 (0.159)
Maximum 3.60143 4 6.823 (0.146) 4 5.275 (0.260)
Minimum -4.57447 5 7.950 (0.159) 5 6.447 (0.265)
Std. Dev. 1.00036 6 11.711 (0.069) 6 7.101 (0.312)
Skewness -0.40285 7 13.666 (0.057) 7 7.106 (0.418)
Kurtosis 3.99855 8 13.999 (0.082) 8 7.250 (0.510)
Jarque-Bera 137.256 9 14.020 (0.122) 9 7.291 (0.607)
Probability 0.000 10 15.036 (0.131) 10 8.055 (0.623)
The missing autocorrelation is a necessary condition for using EVT in empirical ap-
plications. In comparison to the Ljung-Box statistics of the raw return series in Table
2.2 the standardized residuals, as well as the squared standardized residuals exhibit no
significant degree of autocorrelation.
2.5 Empirical Results
2.5.1 Tail Index Estimates
In the next step of the analysis we determine time series of weekly tail index estimates
via moving window approach. The moving window size consists of 1000 observations,
leading to a final data set of tail index estimates of 1001. In every step we fit a new
GPD to the window in order to determine the tail index ξ. As mentioned earlier care
has to be taken by the selection of the appropriate threshold u, because it inherits a
bias-variance trade-off. In the literature several sophisticated approaches for threshold
selection are presented. Danielsson and de Vries (1997) provide a bootstrap method for
optimal threshold selection, Drees and Kaufmann (1998) develop an approach of choosing
the optimal sample fraction for tail index estimation with the Hill-estimator and Gonzalo
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and Olmo (2004) propose a single step approach to threshold selection that builds on
the Pickands (1975) estimator. However, in empirical applications the threshold is often
determined in a way that a fixed percentage of data lies above the chosen threshold (see
e.g. DuMouchel (1983) and Gabaix et al. (2006)). McNeil and Frey (2000) find in a
simulation study that a fixed number of exceedances of approximately 10% of the original
dataset yields adequate results for parameter estimation of the GPD. However a fixed
number of exceedances for every dataset does not explicitly account for the above men-
tioned bias-variance trade-off inherent in optimal threshold selection. There exist further
visual approaches for threshold determination, for example the Hill-plot that plots several
Hill estimators of the tail index ξ for a changing number of threshold exceedances (cp. for
an extensive treatment of the interpretation of Hill-plots Embrechts et al. (1997)) and the
threshold is determined from a region of number of exceedances where the Hill estimator
of the tail index ξ is fairly stable. Another graphical method is the inspection of the em-
pirical mean-excess function and choosing u from a region above which the mean-excess
plot is roughly linear.
Due to the moving window approach a fixed percentage of maxima is chosen in front
of GPD fitting. Tail index estimates are determined for the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th
percentile of the particular window, resulting in fitting the GPD to 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80
extreme observations, respectively. Summary statistics for the particular time series of
tail index estimates of standardized residuals are presented in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5: Summary statistics of fitted tail index estimates ξ
Summary statistics of the time series of left tail index estimates ξ of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered
weekly S&P 500 log-returns via GPD-fitting for the sample period 01/11/1974 to 05/18/2012. Moving
window size is fixed to 1000 observations. The time series of left tail index estimates are determined for
the 4th to 8th percentile of the particular window.
Time series of left tail index estimates ξ
ξ0.04 ξ0.05 ξ0.06 ξ0.07 ξ0.08
Observations 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001
Mean 0.10317 0.11109 0.09018 0.06493 0.06452
Median 0.11286 0.08467 0.06218 0.023278 0.04068
Maximum 0.25730 0.28934 0.27331 0.27836 0.17612
Minimum -0.08077 -0.02691 -0.01751 -0.084766 -0.048650
Standard Deviation 0.08163 0.08682 0.07556 0.10158 0.06576
Skewness -0.58075 0.40677 0.56953 0.31573 0.21732
Kurtosis 2.70053 1.85955 2.18295 1.62422 1.65637
Jarque-Bera 60.00755 81.85143 81.95836 95.57525 83.17667
Probability 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
The summary statistics of the particular time series of left tail index estimates exhibit a
positive mean, corresponding to fat-tailed distribution function of the standardized resid-
uals in the left tail most of the time. As it is inherent in the moving window approach
results of tail index estimation are dependent on the particular chosen percentile for GPD-
fitting. This leads to different summary statistics for each chosen percentile, which is an
empirical illustration for the aforementioned bias-variance trade-off in threshold selection.
Additionally summary statistics show a relatively high degree of volatility in the partic-
ular time series of tail index estimates. This finding is consistent with previous studies like
Quintos et al. (2001), Werner and Upper (2004), Galbraith and Zernov (2004), Candelon
and Straetmans (2006) and Straetmans and Candelon (2011) who find structural breaks
in time series of tail index estimates of several financial asset returns based on the Hill-
estimator. High volatility in tail index estimates is also documented by Figure 2.1, which
displays the time variation in the left tail index of standardized residuals estimated for
4% to 8% maxima in each window. Further inspection also shows a very similar pattern
for every percentile, however the more maxima are included in GPD-fitting the lower the
tail index level is determined. This is another empirical justification for the bias-variance
trade-off because the tail index with 8% included maxima obviously violates the limit-
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ing results of EVT by using too much extreme observations in comparison to the tail
index based on 6% included maxima. Furthermore the tail index based on 4% maxima
is characterized by a very high degree of volatility, as it is predicted by the bias-variance
trade-off because GPD-fitting is based on few observations leading to high volatility in
the tail index estimator.
Figure 2.1: Time series of left tail index estimates of S&P 500 for different
numbers of maxima
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Obviously tail index estimates are very persistent in their level, which may be attributed
to moving window estimation methodology. However, Kelly (2011) finds with an cross-
sectional approach for estimation of aggregate tail risk also high persistence in aggregate
tail risk estimates.
2.5.2 Forecasting weekly index returns
As predicted by theory and presented in the beginning of the paper, tail risk should
have an significant impact on expected returns. In order to analyze the relationship
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between tail risk and expected returns empirically, the lagged left tail index of the stan-
dardized residuals is regressed on the actual weekly return of the S&P 500 stock market
index. The regression analysis is performed for all estimated time series of left tail indices
ξ0.04, ξ0.05, ξ0.06, ξ0.07 and ξ0.08, which are based on the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th percentile
of data in the respective window. In the first step the regression analysis contains a
constant c, lagged weekly index returns Rt−1 and an error term t
Rt = c+ β1Rt−1 + β2ξt−1 + t. (2.11)
Results of the regression analysis are presented in Table 2.6 and clearly exhibit a statisti-
cally and economically significant positive relation between the lagged tail index estimate
and actual weekly returns for the tail index time series based on the 6th and 7th percentile
of maxima.
Table 2.6: Results of regression analysis for S&P 500
Results of regression analysis of the lagged left tail index ξt−1 of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered
weekly S&P 500 log-returns on the weekly S&P 500 index returns Rt for the sample period 03/26/1993
to 05/18/2012. Regression analyses are conducted for each time series of left tail index estimates based
on the 4th to 8th percentile of the respective window. T-statistics in brackets are based on Newey-West
robust standard errors. Superscripts *, ** and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1%
level, respectively.
Variable 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
c -8.32E-05 -9.76E-05 -0.00054 0.00033 0.00029
[-0.05538] [-0.07087] [-0.43246] [0.32910] [0.26186]
Rt−1 -0.06426 -0.06496 -0.06607 -0.06532 -0.06468
[-1.43242] [-1.45290] [-1.47566] [-1.46213] [-1.44274]
ξt−1 0.01174 0.01102 0.01855 0.01220 0.01291
[1.24024] [1.38925] [2.12389]** [1.78736]* [1.34345]
Adjusted R2 0.00355 0.00355 0.00527 0.00457 0.00322
As the results show threshold selection for GPD-fitting still remains a crucial task in
EVT that results in different outcomes for each chosen percentile of maxima. However,
both time series based on the 6th and 7th percentile exhibit a statistically as well as
economically significant positive relationship between tail risk and expected returns, as it
is theoretically derived in the introduction.
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2.5.3 Robustness checks
Analysis of tail risk return relationship for NASDAQ and NYSE index
As first robustness check the same analysis is done with weekly NASDAQ and NYSE
index returns of the same time period ranging from January, 11th 1974 to May, 18th
2012. Weekly index returns are filtered with an AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) model and
standardized residuals of the model are used for tail index estimation. With a moving
window of 1000 observations a GPD is fitted to the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th percentile of
the negated standardized residuals to estimate a time series of tail indices of the left tail14.
The lagged tail index is regressed on the actual weekly NASDAQ and NYSE index returns
as for S&P 500 data. Results of the regression analysis are shown in Table 2.7 and 2.8.
Interestingly regression results do not confirm the theoretically derived positive tail risk
return relationship, based on a two-sided T-test. However, when the theoretical derived
positive tail risk return relationship is taken for granted we can also use one-sided T-tests
for statistical significance estimation. When considering one-sided T-tests we can confirm
previous S&P 500 findings as we are able to identify an statistically and economically
significant positive relationship between lagged tail risk and weekly NASDAQ and NYSE
returns.
Table 2.7: Results of regression analysis for NASDAQ
Results of regression analysis of the lagged left tail index ξt−1 of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered
weekly NASDAQ log-returns on the weekly NASDAQ index returns Rt for the sample period 03/26/1993
to 05/18/2012. Regression analyses are conducted for each time series of left tail index estimates based
on the 4th to 8th percentile in the respective window. T-statistics in brackets are based on Newey-West
robust standard errors. Superscripts *, ** and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1%
level, respectively.
Variable 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
c 0.00024 0.00019 0.00031 -0.00106 0.00119
[0.15997] [0.12377] [0.16897] [-0.43393] [0.52646]
Rt−1 -0.01931 -0.01866 -0.01827 -0.01834 -0.01753
[-0.53394] [-0.51609] [-0.50332] [-0.50727] [-0.48378]
ξt−1 0.0091 0.01002 0.00855 0.023943 0.00380
[1.59864] [1.27815] [1.00705] [1.26687] [0.14250]
Adjusted R2 0.00028 -0.00020 -0.00090 -0.00006 -0.00167
14Results of AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) fitting and summary statistics of tail index time series are pre-
sented in the appendix in Table 2.22 to Table 2.24.
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Table 2.8: Results of regression analysis for NYSE
Results of regression analysis of the lagged left tail index ξt−1 of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered
weekly NYSE log-returns on the weekly NYSE index returns Rt for the sample period 03/26/1993 to
05/18/2012. Regression analyses are conducted for each time series of left tail index estimates based on
the 4th to 8th percentile in the respective window. T-statistics in brackets are based on Newey-West
robust standard errors. Superscripts *, ** and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1%
level, respectively.
Variable 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
c 0.00102 0.00051 0.00045 0.00035 0.00055
[1.16728] [0.46724] [0.40148] [0.32308] [0.52845]
Rt−1 -0.04650 -0.04746 -0.04765 -0.04736 -0.04680
[-0.94368] [-0.96666] [-0.97132] [-0.96299] [-0.95036]
ξt−1 0.00283 0.00655 0.00715 0.00840 0.00875
[0.46426] [1.20859] [1.29054] [1.44305] [1.23358]
Adjusted R2 0.00035 0.00137 0.00159 0.00153 0.00105
In contrast to regression results for S&P 500 in Table 2.6 findings for NASDAQ in-
dex exhibit a significant positive relation between lagged tail risk and actual returns for
the time series based on the 4th percentile of each window, when considering one-sided
T-tests. Statistical significance is also almost determined for the time series of left tail
index estimates based on the 7th percentile of each window. However, due to the inherent
bias-variance trade-off in threshold selection results of regression analysis are naturally
not identically to findings for S&P 500 index. The positive relation between lagged tail
risk and actual returns can also be verified for the NYSE index for the 6th and 7th per-
centile time series based on a one-sided T-test. To sum up there can also be found a
statistically and economically significant positive relation between lagged tail risk and
returns of NASDAQ and NYSE index, however the statistical significance is determined
to be very low.
Controlling for macroeconomic variables
In this section regression analyses are repeated for tail index time series with additionally
controlling for several macroeconomic variables. Controlling for macroeconomic vari-
ables further improves the validity of the detected tail risk return relationship. Following
Bali et al. (2009) the macroeconomic variables included are changes in default spread
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(DefSpr), changes in term spread (TerSpr) and the detrended riskless rate (Rf). Addi-
tionally weekly changes in gold prices (RGold) are included as control variable. Changes
in gold prices serve as a good proxy for crisis indication due to the "flight to quality"
notion. Large positive changes in gold prices can be interpreted as a sign for a depressed
economy leading to negative stock market returns. Default spread is defined as weekly
changes in differences between the yields on BAA- and AAA-rated corporate bonds in
the United States. The weekly changes in differences between the yields on the 10-year
Treasury bond and the 1-month treasury bill are defined as term spread. Furthermore the
detrended riskless rate is defined as the weekly difference between the 1-month treasury
bill rate and its 12-month backward moving average15. The robustness checks including
macroeconomic control variables lead to equation
Rt = c+β1Rt−1 +β2DefSprt−1 +β3TerSprt−1 +β4Rft−1 +β5RGoldt−1 +β6ξt−1 + t, (2.12)
which results are presented in Table 2.9 for the S&P 500 index.
15All data are obtained from the Federal Reserve statistics release web site (www.fed.org), gold prices
are obtained from the Deutsche Bundesbank homepage (www.bundesbank.de).
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Table 2.9: Results of regression analysis for S&P 500 with macroeconomic
control variables
Results of regression analysis of the lagged left tail index ξt−1 of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered
weekly S&P 500 log-returns and lagged default spread (DefSprt−1), lagged term spread (TerSprt−1),
lagged detrended riskless rate (Rft−1) and lagged changes in gold prices (RGoldt−1 ) on the weekly S&P 500
index return Rt for the sample period 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012. Regression analyses are conducted for
each time series of left tail index estimates based on the 4th to 8th percentile of the respective window.
T-Statistics in brackets are based on Newey-West robust standard errors. Superscripts *, ** and ***
denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.
Variable 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
c 0.00039 0.00031 -0.00013 0.00062 0.00057
[0.26786] [0.24346] [-0.11550] [0.65338] [0.54175]
Rt−1 -0.07166 -0.07212 -0.07304 -0.07242 -0.07209
[-1.75323]* [-1.77042]* [-1.78898]* [-1.77957]* [-1.76928]*
Rft−1 0.00154 0.00164 0.00151 0.00162 0.00174
[1.25615] [1.33768] [1.22565] [1.31858] [1.39929]
TerSprt−1 0.00104 0.00096 0.00105 0.00092 0.00098
[0.16492] [0.15201] [0.16727] [0.14602] [0.15606]
DefSprt−1 -0.01461 -0.01359 -0.01401 -0.01352 -0.01333
[-0.51767] [-0.49146] [-0.50640] [-0.49042] [-0.48276]
RGoldt−1 -0.02472 -0.02431 -0.02209 -0.02293 -0.02426
[-0.62570] [-0.61632] [-0.56343] [-0.58294] [-0.61747]
ξt−1 0.00885 0.00895 0.01587 0.01061 0.01151
[0.897611] [1.13201] [1.82606]* [1.56277] [1.19589]
Adjusted R2 0.00295 0.00312 0.00444 0.00404 0.00309
Even after controlling for macroeconomic variables, lagged tail risk still has an statis-
tically and economically significant positive influence on weekly S&P 500 index returns.
The significance for the 7th percentile time series vanishes when including macroeconomic
control variables, however the significant positive relationship is still valid for the 6th per-
centile time series. This finding suggests that market tail risk is a priced factor even after
controlling for macroeconomic variables. Interestingly none of the macroeconomic control
variables has an significant impact on weekly S&P 500 index returns.
As additionally robustness checks the same regression analyses are carried out for NAS-
DAQ and NYSE index. Regression results shown in Table 2.10 for NASDAQ index in-
dicate that considering a one-sided T-test there is still an statistical significant positive
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relationship between lagged tail risk and market returns for the 4th percentile time series.
Table 2.11 for NYSE index shows that the statistical significance of lagged tail risk on ac-
tual market index returns has vanished, however the relationship between lagged tail risk
and market index returns is still positive. The included macroeconomic control variables
exhibit as for S&P 500 index no statistical significant influence on actual market index
returns.
Table 2.10: Results of regression analysis for NASDAQ with macroeconomic
control variables
Results of regression analysis of the lagged left tail index ξt−1 of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered
weekly NASDAQ log-returns and lagged default spread (DefSprt−1), lagged term spread (TerSprt−1),
lagged detrended riskless rate (Rft−1) and lagged changes in gold prices (RGoldt−1 ) on the weekly NASDAQ
index return Rt for the sample period 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012. Regression analyses are conducted for
each time series of left tail index estimates based on the 4th to 8th percentile of the respective window.
T-Statistics in brackets are based on Newey-West robust standard errors. Superscripts *, ** and ***
denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.
Variable 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
c 0.00062 0.00061 0.00081 -0.00044 0.00153
[0.43816] [0.40900] [0.46215] [-0.18417] [0.68093]
Rt−1 -0.02333 -0.02274 -0.02235 -0.02234 -0.02200
[-0.66496] [-0.64978] [-0.63647] [-0.63871] [-0.62999]
Rft−1 0.00104 0.001171 0.00117 0.00112 0.00137
[0.55508] [0.62719] [0.61468] [0.59291] [0.73651]
TerSprt−1 0.00299 0.00295 0.00303 0.00293 0.00312
[0.34329] [0.33827] [0.34708] [0.33662] [0.35758]
DefSprt−1 -0.01853 -0.01792 -0.01789 -0.01757 -0.01775
[-0.57823] [-0.56234] [-0.55853] [-0.55151] [-0.55223]
RGoldt−1 -0.06579 -0.06649 -0.06829 -0.06707 -0.06969
[-1.35642] [-1.36772] [-1.40776] [-1.38669] [-1.43996]
ξt−1 0.00775 0.008389 0.00637 0.02003 0.00216
[1.34302] [1.05886] [0.73045] [1.04261] [0.08077]
Adjusted R2 -0.00060 -0.00096 -0.00156 -0.00087 -0.00198
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Table 2.11: Results of regression analysis for NYSE with macroeconomic con-
trol variables
Results of regression analysis of the lagged left tail index ξt−1 of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered
weekly NYSE log-returns and lagged default spread (DefSprt−1), lagged term spread (TerSprt−1),
lagged detrended riskless rate (Rft−1) and lagged changes in gold prices (RGoldt−1 ) on the weekly NYSE
index return Rt for the sample period 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012. Regression analyses are conducted for
each time series of left tail index estimates based on the 4th to 8th percentile of the respective window.
T-Statistics in brackets are based on Newey-West robust standard errors. Superscripts *, ** and ***
denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.
Variable 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
c 0.00122 0.00082 0.00072 0.00066 0.00091
[1.49081] [0.81300] [0.69685] [0.65564] [0.95654]
Rt−1 -0.05647 -0.05697 -0.05733 -0.05700 -0.05638
[-1.27613] [-1.28878] [-1.29820] [-1.28877] [-1.27314]
Rft−1 0.00187 0.00173 0.00176 0.00175 0.00175
[1.51885] [1.42411] [1.45453] [1.42685] [1.41159]
TerSprt−1 0.00325 0.00317 0.00318 0.00322 0.00320
[0.53390] [0.52140] [0.52232] [0.52886] [0.52568]
DefSprt−1 -0.01636 -0.01653 -0.01650 -0.01639 -0.01642
[-0.52872] [-0.53613] [-0.53640] [-0.53217] [-0.53215]
RGoldt−1 -0.01475 -0.01352 -0.01292 -0.01303 -0.01414
[-0.35796] [-0.32848] [-0.31306] [-0.31812] [-0.34608]
ξt−1 0.00263 0.00504 0.00610 0.00694 0.00594
[0.42410] [0.93614] [1.10064] [1.19149] [0.83534]
Adjusted R2 0.00093 0.00145 0.00179 0.00168 0.00114
Regime switching modeling of tail risk - return relation
As developed in Backus and Gregory (1993) and Rossi and Timmermann (2011), the shape
of the relationship between risk and return strongly depends on the state of the economy
and specific preferences of representative investor. Using U.S. stock market data Rossi and
Timmermann (2011) identify a non-linear relationship between conditional volatility and
expected returns depending on the level of volatility in the stock market. Furthermore as
outlined in Ang and Timmermann (2011) the changing nature of time-varying investment
opportunity sets can be regarded as an explanation for the non-linear relationship between
risk, whether measured as variance or by our more extensive definition of risk, and returns.
The low significance levels of the market tail risk - return relationship in our regression
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analyses further indicate that the risk-return relationship can not be described by the
same process for the whole sample period under study. Theoretical models for this non-
linear relationship can be found e.g. in Whitelaw (2000), who develops an equilibrium
model of an exchange economy characterized by a two state regime-switching consumption
process that explains the non-linear relationship between volatility and stock market
returns. The regime switching framework allows to incorporate two possible states for
consumption growth in the business cycle. The results of the model are consistent with
empirical evidence that expected returns and conditional volatility are determined by a
non-linear relation over time. The changing sign of the risk-return relationship can be
explained by the change in the investment opportunity set when a regime shift is present
resulting in hedging demands for the representative investor. Guidolin and Timmermann
(2008) also model stock market returns of several national stock markets in relation to a
global market portfolio under higher moment preferences of investors within a two-state
regime switching framework. They show that the inclusion of higher moment preferences
and regime switching leads to a justification of the empirically determined home bias in
asset allocation. In comparison to the standard two-moment ICAPM with one possible
state the approach explicitly accounts for attractive US stock market characteristics in
relation to the global market portfolio and thus justifies underdiversification of investors
with respect to foreign equity markets. In order to get a better empirical justification
of this theoretically derived result, we investigate the tail risk - return relation within
a two-state Markov regime switching framework (see e.g. Hamilton (1990), Ang and
Bekaert (2002) and Ang and Timmermann (2011)) and model returns conditional on an
unobservable state of an endogenous economic cycle Ct, where the distribution of Ct is
conditional on Ct− only. Empirical evidence of switching behavior in the modeling of stock
market returns can be found for example in Pagan and Sossounov (2003) and Schaller
and van Norden (2010). Tail risk may thus have different impacts and significance levels
for determining weekly index returns depending on the state of the endogenous economic
cycle, which can be interpreted as the state of economy. In our modeling approach the
endogenous economic cycle is represented by a discrete-time homogeneous Markov chain
with constant state transition probabilities, pij = P (Ct = j|Ct−1 = i), where i, j = 1, 2,
resulting in two different regimes. At each point in time t, the probability density of the
index returns, fj(Rt|Xt), is determined by the unobservable state j of the Markov Chain
and the observable set of explanatory variables Xt representing an information set It. At
each point in time t, the probability density of the returns, fj(Rt|Xt), is determined by
the unobservable state j of the Markov chain and the observable explanatory variables
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Xt. As a result, the conditional probability density of Rt, given It where state i prevails
at time t− 1, is a dependent mixture of state-dependent distributions
f(Rt|Xt, Ct−1 = i) =
k∑
j=1
pij fj(Rt|Xt), (2.13)
whose dependence is driven by the underlying Markov Chain Ct, i.e. by the persistence
of the endogenous economic cycle variable. The likelihood LT for t = 1, ..., T observations
of Rt is estimated using the iterative EM algorithm of Dempster et al. (1977) (see for
further technical details Hamilton (1990) and Zucchini and MacDonald (2009)). The
likelihood follows as a sum of NT terms and is only based on the initial distribution
of the Markov chain, its transition probabilities and the state-dependent distributions
fj(Rt|Xt). Following the regression analyses in the previous chapters the state-dependent
distributions are represented by an autoregressive term of order one and include five
covariates as given by Xt. Hence, for each state, j = 1, 2, we define the following model
Rj,t = cj +Rj,t−1 + β
′
j Xt−1 + t, (2.14)
with βj ∈ RK×1 and uncorrelated normally distributed errors, t ∼ N(0;σ2). The
five covariates consist of macroeconomic control variables default spread (DefSpr), term
spread (TerSpr), detrended riskless rate (Rf) and changes in gold prices (RGold). Addi-
tionally the time series of tail index estimates ξ is included as an explanatory variable.
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Figure 2.2: Regime shading for weekly index returns of S&P 500, NASDAQ
and NYSE for the sample period 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012
Results of regime switching modeling presented in Table 2.12 to Table 2.17 clearly
exhibit that the influence and significance of determinants of stock market returns is
crucially depending on the prevailing regime of the aggregate stock market. The parsimo-
nious modeling with two distinct regimes, can be justified by the graphical representation
in Figure 2.2. Regime zero for S&P 500 and NYSE index, indicated by gray shades, coin-
cides with observed past economic crisis periods, namely in 1997 the Asian financial crisis,
the Russian default and the resulting Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) disaster
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in August and September 1998, the dot com bubble crash in 2000, in 2001 to 2002 the
Argentine default and 9/11 and the following economic crisis as well as finally starting
in 2007 the global financial crisis and starting in 2011 the European currency crisis. The
coincidence of regime zero with past observed financial crisis leads to the definition of
regime zero as crisis regime in the aggregate stock market. Furthermore regime one is for
all stock market indices characterized by high probability of staying in regime one and
thus high persistence of regime one resulting in a low probability of entering regime zero.
In contrast persistence of regime zero is low, which is intuitively justified by the fact that
crisis periods are not long lasting, resulting in a high probability to leave the crisis state
(regime zero) to a state of economic prosperity (regime one).
Inspection of the results show an interesting non-linear relationship between lagged tail
risk ξt−1 and aggregate stock market returns in Table 2.12 to Table 2.17. In the state of
economic prosperity the relationship is mostly negative or very low, but always insignif-
icant. Whereas in crisis periods (regime zero) the relationship becomes statistically and
economically significant and positive. The aggregate market returns vary positively with
tail risk and thus offer an effective hedge against tail risk. When the aggregate stock
market is characterized by high degree of tail risk, investors have to be compensated for
the inherent tail risk with high expected returns. In contrast during times of economic
prosperity investors obviously do not perceive the possibility of negative tail events and
thus do not demand any compensation, even tail risk is still inherent in aggregate stock
markets (see the positive tail index estimates in the period 2003 to 2007 for S&P 500 in
Figure 2.1).
Furthermore the determinant lagged default spread DefSprt−1 is characterized by an
switching influence on aggregate market returns. In times of normal economic develop-
ment the lagged default spread has an statistically significant influence on market returns,
whereas in crisis periods the relationship becomes highly economically and statistically
significant with negative sign. Crisis periods resulting in high default spreads thus lead
to lower aggregate market returns. The same pattern can be found for the lagged risk
free rate Rft−1, however the sign of the significant influence changes for S&P 500 in Table
2.12 and Table 2.13 as well as NYSE index in Table 2.16 and Table 2.17, which shows an
positive influence, in contrast to NASDAQ in Table 2.14 and Table 2.15, with negative
influence, in crisis periods. Interestingly the variable term spread TerSprt−1 shows almost
no influence on aggregate market returns, neither in crisis periods nor in the normal mar-
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ket regime. Obviously term spread is an insufficient indicator of market regimes with no
explanatory power for market returns. The changes in gold prices RGoldt−1 are often consid-
ered as indicator of market crisis due to its notion as a safe haven in times of market crisis,
however our analyses show almost no influence on aggregate market returns for S&P 500
and NYSE index in the normal and crisis regime. On the contrary the return on gold is
a statistically significant determinant only of market returns for NASDAQ in Table 2.14
and Table 2.15, with changing signs in crisis periods, characterized by an counterintuitive
positive influence, and times of economic prosperity, where changes in gold prices exhibit
an negative influence on NASDAQ index returns.
2.6 Explaining Market Wide Tail Risk
The identification of factors determining market wide tail risk is a difficult issue, as widely
accepted theoretical models for tail risk are yet not existing. There are several theoretical
models in the literature like the model of Barro (2006) and in the extensions of the model
by Gabaix (2012) and Wachter (2012), in which the risk of extreme developments in an
economy and thus tail risks in stock markets is modeled as an exogenous factor. Barro
(2006) models economic disasters as an significant decrease in per capita GDP (Gross
Domestic Product) with a constant intensity of economic disasters that is empirically cal-
ibrated with crisis data for the last century. The model shows that the introduction of rare
negative economic events can explain an significant part of high equity premiums. The
extension of the model for time-varying downturn intensities is done in Gabaix (2012),
who is also able to explain several other empirical asset pricing puzzles e.g. for bonds and
options. Furthermore the model is able to explain excess volatility of stock market returns.
Chollete (2012) develops a model for extreme events in an economy that endogenously
models occurrence and duration of extreme events in a society. The likelihood of extreme
events is affected by behavior of representative agents in the economy. The model shows
that the probability for extreme events in an economy rises if expected social costs of
extreme events are low and the marginal rates of substitution for resource borrowers and
lenders are diverging. The duration of extreme events is determined by convergence of
the marginal rates of substitution and increasing social costs of extreme episodes. Moore
et al. (2011) conduct an empirical investigation of determinants of tail risk on the firm
level and empirically identified individual determinants of tail risk based on accounting
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data, like market capitalization, earnings-price ratio and share turnover.
In order to gain an empirical understanding of determinants of market wide tail risks,
we model changes in market wide tail risk with lagged factors of theoretically expected
determinants. Unreported ADF results show that the time series of levels of the respec-
tive tail index estimates contain a unit root leading to nonstationary time series of market
wide tail index estimates. In order to get meaningful results of the regression analysis
for determinants of market wide tail risk, we explain changes in tail risk. Changes in the
respective tail index time series for all chosen indices do not contain a unit root as shown
by the ADF results in Table 2.18.
Table 2.18: Results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root test for ∆ξ
Results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root test for ∆ξ of S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE index,
respectively. The left tail index ξ time series of sample period 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012 is fitted from
the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered weekly S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE index log-returns. ADF
tests are conducted for each time series of left tail index estimates based on the 4th to 8th percentile of
the respective window. P-values in parentheses.
4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
S&P500
Test statistic for ∆ξ -30.10178 -30.77964 -31.23906 -24.93837 -31.28160
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
NASDAQ
Test statistic for ∆ξ -32.06850 -32.48514 -36.55894 -27.91333 -25.22092
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
NYSE
Test statistic for ∆ξ -31.17472 -31.04146 -33.79875 -24.73953 -25.31985
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
As Tables 2.19 to 2.21 indicate the exact determinants of changes in market wide tail
risk are hard to identify. The ambiguous results show no clear pattern of significant de-
terminants for market wide tail risk. Considering changes in tail risk of S&P 500 we
identify lagged changes in the VIX, dlnV IXt−1, to be an statistically significant factor
for changes in market tail risk. However, Table 2.19 does not show a meaningful result
on the direction of the relationship. In the 5th and 7th percentile time series, changes
in tail risk are characterized by a negative relationship with lagged changes in VIX in-
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dex. Whereas in the 6th percentile time series the relationship changes to be statistically
significant positive. Furthermore the impact is rather negligible from an economically
significant perspective. Another statistically and economically significant determinant is
found to be lagged changes in gold prices, however the influence is rather counterintuitive
from an theoretical perspective. Intuition would expect an positive influence as large
changes in gold prices are expected in times of market crisis that would further enlarge
market wide tail risk. The analysis further indicates in the 7th and 8th percentile time
series lagged changes in the riskless rate to be a significant determinant with a positive
impact on changes in market wide tail risk. Results are again contradictory to theory as
a negative relationship is excepted, due to an positive market development in times of
rising riskless rates. An significant negative autocorrelation of changes in market wide
tail risk is present in the 7th percentile time series. The other time series exhibit no
significant autocorrelation in changes in market wide tail risk. Interestingly other proxies
for inherent market risk like changes in the yield curve and changes in the default spread
have no statistically significant influence on tail risk.
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Table 2.19: Results of regression analysis for ∆ξ of S&P 500
Results of regression analysis of the lagged changes in left tail index ∆ξt−1, lagged default spread
(DefSprt−1), lagged term spread (TerSprt−1), lagged detrended riskless rate (Rft−1), lagged changes in
gold prices (RGoldt−1 ) and lagged changes in VIX index (dlnV IXt−1) on the weekly changes in left tail index
of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered weekly S&P 500 log-returns for the sample period 03/26/1993
to 05/18/2012. Regression analyses are conducted for each time series of left tail index estimates based
on the 4th to 8th percentile of the respective window. T-Statistics in brackets are based on Newey-West
robust standard errors. Superscripts *, ** and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1%
level, respectively.
Variable 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
c -3.57E-05 -0.00010 -9.66E-05 -0.00012 -0.00012
[-0.09330] [-0.39726] [-0.44432] [-0.50384] [-0.77010]
∆ξt−1 0.04005 0.01278 -0.00748 -0.09440 -0.00118
[1.04996] [0.35220] [-0.23853] [-1.76317]* [-0.05621]
Rft−1 0.00061 0.00037 0.00034 0.00053 0.00037
[0.86241] [1.09934] [0.96367] [2.06648]** [1.68259]*
TerSprt−1 0.00043 0.00183 0.00045 0.00155 0.00055
[0.15419] [1.19831] [0.24704] [0.70868] [0.44218]
DefSprt−1 0.00815 0.00275 0.00291 -0.00329 0.00581
[0.79811] [0.81254] [0.67086] [-0.69691] [1.26169]
RGoldt−1 -0.03822 -0.02060 -0.00372 -0.01940 -0.01393
[-1.22916] [-1.82564]* [-0.24888] [-1.65500]* [-1.66549]*
dlnV IXt−1 0.00479 -0.00461 0.00377 -0.00466 -0.00071
[1.35381] [-1.84281]* [2.14283]** [-1.99796]** [-0.52641]
Adjusted R2 0.00510 0.00337 -0.00059 0.00997 0.00271
A similar pattern of determinants in market wide tail risk can be found in the NASDAQ
index (Table 2.20) and the NYSE index (Table 2.21). Due to data availability constraints
of the volatility indices of the NASDAQ and NYSE index we also employ changes in the
VIX (dlnV IXt−1) to proxy the "fear index" for the NASDAQ and NYSE index.
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Table 2.20: Results of regression analysis for ∆ξ of NASDAQ
Results of regression analysis of the lagged changes in left tail index ∆ξt−1, lagged default spread
(DefSprt−1), lagged term spread (TerSprt−1), lagged detrended riskless rate (Rft−1), lagged changes in
gold prices (RGoldt−1 ) and lagged changes in VIX index (dlnV IXt−1) on the weekly changes in left tail index
of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered weekly NASDAQ log-returns for the sample period 03/26/1993
to 05/18/2012. Regression analyses are conducted for each time series of left tail index estimates based
on the 4th to 8th percentile of the respective window. T-Statistics in brackets are based on Newey-West
robust standard errors. Superscripts *, ** and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1%
level, respectively.
Variable 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
c -0.00010 -0.00026 -0.00036 -0.00016 -0.00015
[-0.21205] [-0.81641] [-1.32058] [-0.55522] [-0.71540]
∆ξt−1 -0.01848 -0.03127 -0.15056 -0.08069 -0.07310
[-0.71264] [-1.22160] [-2.39100]** [-2.29039]** [-2.15083]**
Rft−1 0.00077 0.00031 -6.86E-05 5.07E-05 -0.00029
[0.94287] [0.93290] [-0.18071] [0.18663] [-0.95075]
TerSprt−1 -0.00151 -0.00266 -0.00238 -0.00055 -0.00169
[-0.44982] [-1.51002] [-1.49053] [-0.27796] [-1.02588]
DefSprt−1 0.00528 -0.00342 0.00294 0.00335 -0.00275
[1.03393] [-1.03486] [1.00669] [0.81605] [-0.87454]
RGoldt−1 -0.02020 -0.00275 0.00043 0.00790 0.02399
[-1.18954] [-0.25514] [0.03978] [0.64485] [2.60324]***
dlnV IXt−1 0.00246 -0.00227 -0.00451 -0.00422 0.00037
[0.59856] [-0.87845] [-1.46751] [-1.69559]* [0.16302]
Adjusted R2 -0.00178 -0.00175 0.02037 0.00328 0.00690
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Table 2.21: Results of regression analysis for ∆ξ of NYSE
Results of regression analysis of the lagged changes in left tail index ∆ξt−1, lagged default spread
(DefSprt−1), lagged term spread (TerSprt−1), lagged detrended riskless rate (Rft−1), lagged changes in
gold prices (RGoldt−1 ) and lagged changes in VIX index (dlnV IXt−1) on the weekly changes in left tail index
of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered weekly NYSE log-returns for the sample period 03/26/1993 to
05/18/2012. Regression analyses are conducted for each time series of left tail index estimates based on
the 4th to 8th percentile of the respective window. T-Statistics in brackets are based on Newey-West
robust standard errors. Superscripts *, ** and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1%
level, respectively.
Variable 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
c -0.00036 -0.00022 -0.00021 -0.00025 -0.00027
[-1.08228] [-0.79401] [-0.76105] [-1.15582] [-1.08912]
∆ξt−1 -0.03998 0.00862 -0.06990 -0.04169 -0.08699
[-0.89076] [0.56261] [-2.18799]** [-1.86545]* [-2.50870]**
Rft−1 0.00089 0.00046 0.00059 6.57E-05 -0.00021
[1.82770]* [1.16903] [1.88849]* [0.17539] [-0.55124]
TerSprt−1 0.00146 -0.00188 0.00251 0.00096 -0.00186
[0.64528] [-0.90385] [1.30125] [0.60779] [-0.96528]
DefSprt−1 -0.00626 -0.00510 0.00626 0.00161 0.00903
[-1.08011] [-0.67092] [1.38393] [0.35622] [1.67394]*
RGoldt−1 -0.03492 -0.01010 -0.01165 -0.01242 0.00440
[-1.93819]* [-0.61975] [-0.85091] [-0.74791] [0.29128]
dlnV IXt−1 -0.00151 -0.00124 -0.00116 -0.00038 0.00203
[-0.39895] [-0.40239] [-0.42623] [-0.17774] [0.65216]
Adjusted R2 0.00504 -0.00198 0.00262 -0.00268 0.00579
Lagged changes in the VIX index have an statistically significant negative impact on
changes in market wide tail risk in the 7th percentile time series, as partly in line with
results for the S&P 500. However, this relationship cannot be verified for the NYSE index.
As for the S&P 500 lagged changes in gold prices are characterized by a statistically sig-
nificant negative relationship for market wide tail risk in the NYSE index. Contradictory
there is an positive influence for the NASDAQ index for the 8th percentile time series.
Lagged changes in the riskless rate exhibit an statistically significant positive relationship
with market wide tail risk for the NYSE index for the 4th and 6th percentile time series,
as in line with the S&P 500. However, these results cannot be verified for the NASDAQ
index. Furthermore changes in market wide tail risk in the NASDAQ and NYSE index
show an significant degree of negative autocorrelation of the 6th to 8th percentile time
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series, as for the S&P 500. Comparable to S&P 500 changes in the yield curve and changes
in the default spread have no determining influence on changes of market wide tail risk
for the NASDAQ and NYSE index.
As the results indicate we are not able to empirically identify significant determinants
of changes in market wide tail risk, that are independent of the chosen threshold or stock
market index. The only variable that has an significant relationship with tail risk is lagged
changes in VIX index. However, we obtain very ambiguous results regarding the concrete
direction of the relationship. The empirical results point on future research with respect
to the determinants of market wide tail risk.
2.7 Conclusion
Classical finance theory predicts a positive and linear relationship between risk and return.
We establish a broader definition of the term risk than just the volatility of returns by
concentrating on tail risk. Empirical results exhibit a significant positive relationship
between market wide tail risk and aggregate market returns. However results strongly
depend on the chosen tail risk estimation technique and the chosen stock market index.
These results are in line with prior mixed empirical evidence regarding a positive and
linear risk return relationship (see for an extensive overview of mixed empirical results for
example Backus and Gregory (1993)). With the adoption of a two-state Markov regime
switching framework we explore a non-linear relationship between lagged market wide
tail risk and aggregate market returns. In crisis periods we determine tail risk to be a
highly significant priced factor, whereas our results show that in normal market periods
the significant relationship vanishes completely. This non-linear relationship evolves even
independently of the chosen tail risk estimation technique and stock market index. In the
last step we fail to establish a empirical model of changes in aggregate market tail risk,
which strongly points on future research in modeling market tail risk. Another interesting
issue for future research lies in the concrete modeling structure of market wide tail risk
and aggregate stock market returns.
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Appendix
Table 2.22: Estimation results of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) model for
NASDAQ and NYSE
Coefficients of the fitted AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) model with normal innovations to weekly NASDAQ
and NYSE index returns from 01/11/1974 to 05/18/2012. P-values in parentheses are based on robust
standard errors estimated with the method of Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992).
Mean equation Variance equation
NASDAQ
Parameter λ µ τ ω α γ β
Coefficient -0.10053 0.00215 0.09966 4.35E-05 0.07951 0.20069 0.76424
(0.921) (0.003) (0.000) (0.000) (0.004) (0.000) (0.000)
Adj. R2 -0.00151
NYSE
Parameter λ µ τ ω α γ β
Coefficient -0.22173 0.00171 -0.05084 3.49E-05 0.03943 0.20033 0.78524
(0.882) (0.013) (0.050) (0.000) (0.071) (0.000) (0.000)
Adj. R2 -0.00098
Table 2.23: Summary statistics of standardized residuals of NASDAQ and
NYSE index
Summary statistics of the standardized residuals of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered weekly NAS-
DAQ and NYSE index log-returns for the sample period 01/11/1974 to 05/18/2012. P-values are given
in parentheses. Ljung-Box statistics for squared standardized residuals are given in the second column.
P-values for Ljung-Box statistics are given in parentheses.
Standardized residuals Squared standardized residuals
NASDAQ lag Q-Stat P-Values lag Q-Stat P-Values
Obs. 2001 1 0.097 (0.755) 1 0.073 (0.787)
Mean -0.01399 2 4.897 (0.086) 2 0.208 (0.901)
Median 0.05538 3 13.071 (0.004) 3 0.721 (0.868)
Maximum 3.92308 4 13.147 (0.011) 4 0.918 (0.922)
Minimum -5.51420 5 13.156 (0.022) 5 2.139 (0.830)
Std. Dev. 1.00017 6 16.758 (0.010) 6 3.062 (0.801)
Skewness -0.55578 7 17.890 (0.012) 7 3.999 (0.780)
Kurtosis 4.64327 8 18.044 (0.021) 8 4.218 (0.837)
Jarque-Bera 328.15810 9 18.044 (0.035) 9 4.349 (0.887)
Probability 0.000 10 18.082 (0.054) 10 4.358 (0.930)
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NYSE lag Q-Stat P-Values lag Q-Stat P-Values
Obs. 2001 1 0.870 0.351 1 1.872 0.171
Mean -0.00751 2 3.161 (0.206) 2 5.547 (0.062)
Median 0.10136 3 3.391 (0.335) 3 5.604 (0.133)
Maximum 3.60837 4 4.846 (0.303) 4 5.613 (0.230)
Minimum -4.51490 5 5.447 (0.364) 5 6.319 (0.276)
Std. Dev. 1.00036 6 8.641 (0.195) 6 7.219 (0.301)
Skewness -0.43959 7 9.926 (0.193) 7 7.235 (0.405)
Kurtosis 4.03858 8 10.173 (0.253) 8 7.299 (0.505)
Jarque-Bera 154.37670 9 10.186 (0.336) 9 7.449 (0.590)
Probability 0.000 10 12.022 (0.284) 10 7.700 (0.658)
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Table 2.24: Summary statistics of fitted tail index estimates ξ for NASDAQ
and NYSE index
Summary statistics of the time series of left tail index estimates ξ of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1)
filtered weekly NASDAQ and NYSE log-returns via GPD-fitting for the sample period 01/11/1974 to
05/18/2012. Moving window size is fixed to 1000 observations. The time series of left tail index estimates
are determined for the 4th to 8th percentile of the particular window.
Time series of left tail index estimates ξ
NASDAQ ξ0.04 ξ0.05 ξ0.06 ξ0.07 ξ0.08
Observations 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001
Mean 0.13123 0.12312 0.13111 0.10372 0.06215
Median 0.07380 0.12590 0.11163 0.10329 0.062013
Maximum 0.45955 0.41402 0.37157 0.26435 0.165533
Minimum -0.06673 -0.08956 -0.04326 -0.01788 -0.05588
Standard Deviation 0.16763 0.13219 0.11336 0.05781 0.04823
Skewness 0.86999 0.08895 0.15321 0.01272 0.03356
Kurtosis 2.42865 2.05241 1.75255 2.31901 2.28367
Jarque-Bera 139.88850 38.77120 68.82010 19.36887 21.58943
Probability 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
NYSE ξ0.04 ξ0.05 ξ0.06 ξ0.07 ξ0.08
Observations 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001
Mean 0.02545 0.08834 0.09028 0.08791 0.06171
Median 0.05885 0.06417 0.05362 0.05267 0.03113
Maximum 0.29648 0.31166 0.33981 0.31747 0.27537
Minimum -0.27613 -0.20506 -0.11374 -0.11157 -0.07676
Standard Deviation 0.13037 0.13176 0.13070 0.10934 0.08479
Skewness -0.69338 0.15674 0.29945 0.52616 0.71888
Kurtosis 2.72219 2.14234 1.63505 1.92975 2.51115
Jarque-Bera 83.4277 34.7781 92.6661 93.9621 96.1848
Probability 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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Abstract
We address credit cycle dependent sovereign credit risk determinants. In our model, the
spread determinants’ magnitude is conditional on an unobservable endogenous sovereign
credit cycle as represented by the underlying state of a Markov regime switching process.
Our explanatory variables are motivated in the tradition of structural credit risk models
and include changes in asset prices, interest rates, implied market volatility, gold price
changes and foreign exchange rates. We examine daily frequency variations of U.S. dollar
denominated Eurobond credit spreads of four major Latin American sovereign bond is-
suers (Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela) with liquid bond markets during March
2000 to June 2011. We find that spread determinants are statistically significant and
consistent with theory, while their magnitude remarkably varies with the state of the
credit cycle. Crisis states are characterized by high spread change uncertainty and high
sensitivities with respect to the spread change determinants. We further document that
not only changes of local currencies, but also changes of the Euro with respect to the U.S.
dollar are significant spread drivers and argue that this is consistent with the sovereigns’
ability to pay.
Keywords: sovereign bonds; sovereign spreads; sovereign credit cycle; structural models
of credit risk; Eurobonds; regime switching; sovereign debt crises
JEL Classification: G15; G12
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3.1 Introduction
The behavior of emerging market sovereign spreads—e.g. during the 1982 and 1995 Mex-
ican crises, the 1997 Asian, the 1998 Russian and the 2001 Argentine crisis—repeatedly
raised considerable concerns among financial institutions, central bankers, as well as in-
vestors worldwide. While various sovereign spread determinants were proposed in the
literature, the magnitude and the impact of financial risk factors on emerging market
spreads are not yet fully understood. Most of the previous work on the determinants of
credit spreads addresses unconditional determinants.1 However, there is evidence that
spread determinants exhibit varying significance during time, which may relate to the
state of the underlying credit cycle.2 Due to institutional shifts and other instabilities
in emerging markets (see e.g. Bekaert and Harvey (2003)) and the particular features of
emerging markets bonds (see Erb et al. (2000)) it is sovereign debt markets in particu-
lar, which are prone to time-variation. The highly indebted Latin American economies,
which are dominant representatives of emerging market sovereign debt, therefore appear
as natural candidates for an examination of the stability of spread determinants.
Given the setting above, we provide further insight into the determinants of sovereign
spread changes in Latin American emerging market economies. To this aim, we address
spread changes conditional on an unobservable state of an endogenous credit cycle. In
our model, sovereign spread determinants may exhibit differing significance and sign con-
ditional on the state of this cycle. The feature is captured by modeling daily spread
changes in a Markov regime switching framework given a set of explanatory variables (see
e.g. Hamilton (1990) and Ang and Bekaert (2002)). Our modeling approach considers
financial market spread determinants, which are derived in the tradition of the Merton
(1974) structural model of default. Structural models predict that asset and interest rate
factors are the key determinants of credit spreads. Of course, the causes and consequences
of default in the sovereign setting differ from those in the corporate setting. Institutional
arrangements and bankruptcy laws are typically ambiguous and political issues may gov-
1The broadest literature is on corporate bonds and includes Collin-Dufresne et al. (2001) and Bakshi
et al. (2006), among many others. Previous work on sovereign bond spreads includes Eichengreen and
Mody (1998), Kamin and Kleist (1999), Erb et al. (2000), Westphalen (2001), Duffie et al. (2003),
Chan-Lau and Kim (2004),Keswani (2005), Batten et al. (2006), Weigel and Gemmill (2006), Gray
et al. (2007), Hilscher and Nosbusch (2010), Longstaff et al. (2011) and Comelli (2012), among others.
2The existence of a common sovereign risk factor is discussed for example in Gonzalez-Rozada and
Yeyati (2008), Keswani (2005) and Longstaff et al. (2011). Time-varying credit risk determinants
based on switching regimes were studied by Alexander and Kaeck (2008), Chun et al. (2010) and
Davies (2004). Comelli (2012) and Schreiber et al. (2012) report that spread determinant relations
differ between crisis and non-crisis periods. Collin-Dufresne et al. (2001) point out that changes in
the expected recovery rate should be a function of changes in the overall business climate.
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ern defaults in sovereign settings. Still, understanding which variables relate to changes
in sovereign spreads and understanding the underlying credit cycle dynamics remains a
challenging task in the pricing process of sovereign bonds. Previous studies of sovereign
bonds, which address this area include for example Claessens and Pennacchi (1996), West-
phalen (2001), Chan-Lau and Kim (2004), Keswani (2005), Batten et al. (2006), Weigel
and Gemmill (2006), Gray et al. (2007), Gapen et al. (2008) and Galai et al. (2011).3
As Bekaert and Harvey (2003) point out, emerging equity markets have gained much
more research attention than emerging bond markets. This is somewhat surprising given
today’s economic relevancy of Latin American sovereign issuers and the fact that Latin
American lending had already become widespread in the mid 19th century. The region
continues to be the dominant issuer of international bonds among emerging market issuers.
As such, e.g. according to BIS (2011) statistics, Latin America accounts for about 35
percent of the total of emerging markets outstanding international bonds and notes. The
region’s reliance on external debt financing makes its debt markets highly sensitive to
international capital flows and to credit events in particular. For example, following
the 2001 Argentine default up to mid 2002, Latin American countries including Brazil
suffered from limited debt market access. More recently, IMF (2011) (p. 35-40) reports
that emerging market economies including Latin America face new challenges associated
with rapid credit growth and large capital inflows. We examine bond issues by four leading
Latin American sovereign issuers, namely Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela. These
countries maintain the most liquid bond markets in the region and—given BIS (2011)
December 2010 bond market statistics—represent nearly 70 percent of the outstanding
Latin American debt of 405.7 billion U.S. dollars.
We use the structural model as the starting point of our analysis and examine the
importance of our explanatory variables as determinants of changes of sovereign credit
spreads, including an asset price proxy of the country’s capacity index, the risk-less short
rate, the steepness of the term structure, implied U.S. equity market volatility, changes in
the gold price as indicator of global uncertainty and finally the local exchange rate as well
as the U.S. dollar/Euro exchange rate. In contrast to previous sovereign bond studies, we
condition the economic magnitude of the explanatory variables on the unobservable state
3Two alternative branches of the literature on sovereign bond pricing may be noted here. First is research
with a focus on the likelihood of default, which also includes the effects of political factors including
loss of reputation, restructuring options and the lenders ability to punish the borrower. Duffie et al.
(2003) is an example of an intensity based model in this area. Second is research that examines the
relationship between fundamental macroeconomic or country specific variables and the magnitude of
sovereign spreads, see e.g. Comelli (2012), Eichengreen and Mody (1998), Erb et al. (2000), Hilscher
and Nosbusch (2010) and Kamin and Kleist (1999).
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of the sovereign credit cycle. Our sample includes 2853 daily logarithmic credit spread
changes of eight liquid U.S. dollar denominated Eurobond issues during the period March
1, 2000 to June 30, 2011. Our results underline that the determinants of sovereign credit
spread changes behave as predicted by theory. However, explained spread variation in
individual bond series appears low. Performing a principal component analysis (PCA) of
the residual series we identify an omitted component which influences all credit spread
changes with approximately the same magnitude. This component can be interpreted
as an unobservable endogenous sovereign credit cycle variable, which is modeled by our
two-state Markov regime switching framework. We identify a low spread change volatil-
ity non-crisis and a high spread change volatility crisis state. The approach has several
implications. First, it improves model fit. Second, the results reveal that spread change
determinants generally have a higher magnitude during the crisis regime. Finally, the
framework allows for detecting breaks in the behavior of the relevant credit risk determi-
nants. Here, the Argentine default is an ideal event given that there were no other major
defaults in the Latin American region, or in other emerging markets, after the beginning
of our sample period in March 2000.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we outline our model
of sovereign spread changes and introduce the explanatory variables. In Section 3.3 we
explain the features of our Latin American Eurobond issues and our dataset. We discuss
the empirical results in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 concludes.
3.2 Methodology
Following the structural model approach by Merton (1974) and its application to sovereign
credit risk in the spirit of Claessens and Pennacchi (1996), we define an unobservable
stochastic state variable process as governing sovereign default. The state variable Zt
represents an index for a country’s current, time-t, capacity (or political willingness) to
repay its debt obligations. In case Zt falls below a given default threshold, it is assumed
that the country fails to meet its obligations.
In the setting, Zt follows an Ito diffusion with instantaneous drift function µ and in-
stantaneous volatility function σ. We assume that an information set It is available.
It includes K observable explanatory variables, Xt ∈ RK×1, as well as an unobservable
Markovian credit cycle variable, Ct, where the distribution of Ct is conditional on Ct−
only. The credit cycle variable represents N distinct discrete states of the unobservable
credit cycle, Ct ∈ {1, ..., N}. Given the conditioning information, It = {Xt, Ct−}, we
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assume that the capacity index follows
dZt = µ(Zt, t, It)dt+ σ(Zt, t, It)dBt, (3.1)
with some initial capacity Z0, functions µ and σ being both It-measurable and the in-
crements of Brownian motion denoted as dBt. Equation (1) allows the drift as well as
the volatility of the capacity index Zt to depend on variables in It. As is well-known in
the class of structural models, holding a sovereign debt claim is generally analogous to
holding a claim on the country’s assets and having sold the sovereign a call option on
assets exceeding the default threshold.
Equation (1) has immediate implications for credit spread changes in a discrete-time
setting. In the structural model, the credit spread, CSt, is uniquely defined through the
price of the sovereign debt claim, the debt claim’s promised cash flows, and the appropriate
risk-free rate rft. Hence, we may state CSt = CS(Zt, rft), where the capacity index
Zt is conditional on our available information, It = {Xt, Ct−1}. As credit spreads are
determined given the state variables in It, it follows that credit spread changes, ∆CSt,
are determined by discrete-time changes in the state variables (see also Collin-Dufresne
et al. (2001)). With credit cycle states being represented by a discrete-time homogeneous
Markov Chain, we introduce constant state transition probabilities, pij = P (Ct = j|Ct−1 =
i), where i, j = 1, ..., N . At each point in time t, the probability density of the spread
changes, fj(∆CSt|Xt), is determined by the unobservable state j of the Markov Chain
and the observable explanatory variables Xt. As a result, the conditional probability
density of ∆CSt, given It where state i prevails at time t− 1, is a dependent mixture of
state-dependent distributions
f(∆CSt|Xt, Ct−1 = i) =
k∑
j=1
pij fj(∆CSt|Xt), (3.2)
whose dependence is determined by the underlying Markov Chain Ct, i.e. by the persis-
tence of the credit cycle variable. In our setting, the state-dependent distributions are
represented by autoregressive models of lag p ∈ N, AR(p), and include K covariates as
given by Xt. Hence, for each state, j = 1, ..., N , we define the following model
∆CSjt =
p∑
l=1
ρjl ∆CSjt−l + µj + β
′
j Xt + jt, (3.3)
with −1 < ρjl < 1, µj ∈ R, βj ∈ RK×1 and uncorrelated normally distributed errors,
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jt ∼ N(0;σ2j ).
It can be shown that the likelihood LT for t = 1, ..., T observations of ∆CSt exists for a
broad class of regime switching models. The likelihood follows as a sum of NT terms and is
only based on the initial distribution of the Markov Chain, its transition probabilities and
the state-dependent distributions fj(∆CSt|Xt) (see e.g. Hamilton (1990) and Zucchini
and MacDonald (2009)).
We finally define the set of K explanatory variables in Xt following the literature on
structural credit risk models. Three explanatory variables, namely the capacity index, the
short rate and the slope of the term structure, follow from the Merton (1974) model when
two-factor model stochastic interest rates are introduced. In detail, we use the following
variables:
• a proxy for changes in the capacity index Zt given by an equity market index return,
RIndex,t (–),
• changes in the riskless short rate, ∆rft (–),
• changes in the 10- minus 2-year slope of the riskless term structure, ∆rfSlope,t (–),
• changes in implied market volatility, ∆V IXt (+), and
• changes in the price of gold, RGold,t (+/–).
Above, “(+)” and “(–)” indicate the predicted sign of the correlations between positive
changes in the respective variables and the sovereign spread changes. For example, a
positive change in the capacity index predicts a decrease in spreads. Several papers
motivate implied market volatility as an explanatory variable (see e.g. Collin-Dufresne
et al. (2001) and Longstaff et al. (2011)). Changes in the price of gold may serve as a
proxy for global crisis events. While spreads increase under adverse economic conditions,
the price behavior of gold is ambiguous, depending on it being a safe haven or a provision
asset.
In addition to the variables above, exchange rate changes were previously used in our
setting. The use of local exchange rate changes as variables that capture country specific
risk is motivated in Batten et al. (2006), for example. Galai et al. (2011) point out that a
sovereign that is issuing debt denominated in foreign currency is exposed to a mismatch
between the value of its assets that can be used to serve the debt, denominated in local
currency, and the value of its liability. We argue that in this situation, the country’s
capacity index Zt will not only be influenced by the local exchange rate with respect to
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the currency of sovereign debt denomination (e.g. the U.S. dollar). It will additionally
be affected by the value of other currencies with respect to the currency of sovereign
debt denomination. Hence, we predict that a strength in the currency of sovereign debt
denomination (e.g. the U.S. dollar) with respect to the local as well as an alternative
currency to increase credit spreads. We therefore suggest changes in two exchange rate
variables as determinants of sovereign credit spread changes, namely
• changes in the Euro in return to one U.S. dollar, ∆US/EUR− ratet (+), and
• changes in the local exchange rate in return to one U.S. dollar, ∆localFX − ratet
(+).
3.3 Data
3.3.1 Latin American Sovereign Eurobond Issues
Latin America continues to be the dominant issuer of international bonds among emerg-
ing market issuers. According to December 2010 BIS statistics, total outstanding inter-
national emerging market bonds and notes amount to 1143.2 billion U.S. dollars of which
35 percent is represented by Latin America followed by the Asia-Pacific region with 27
percent and by Europe with 26 percent.
Eurobonds are international securities issued and traded in an international market.
Generally, Eurobonds are issued by multi-national syndicates. The Eurobond market of-
fers bond market participants additional international financing opportunities. Tradition-
ally, U.S. corporations, corporations from the European Economic Community, govern-
ments, international organizations and other private firms issue Eurobonds. Frequently,
Eurobonds are denominated in U.S. dollars. Market participants include major commer-
cial banks, investment banks, governments, insurance companies, pension funds, mutual
funds and wealthy individuals.
Trading in emerging market Eurobond issues takes place over the counter (OTC) where
brokers, dealers and investors from different countries are connected informally through a
network of indicative broker screens. Counter-party anonymity is ensured by maintaining
the anonymity of bids and offers. Market-making is carried out by participating dealers
informally who also ensure the provision of sufficient liquidity. Brokers involved will have
offsetting buy and sell activities with different dealers. Settlement takes place on a three
business day basis via clearing and settlement systems.
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3.3.2 Sovereign Spread Changes and Descriptive Statistics
Our data set includes sovereign spreads for eight large U.S. dollar denominated Eurobond
market issues of Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela. It also includes the set of
explanatory variables as outlined in Section 3.2. For all variables, we collect 2853 daily
observations during the period March 1, 2000 to June 30, 2011. Obviously, our sample
period includes several worldwide credit events. A major credit event is the 2007-2008
subprime crisis and—in its aftermath—the global financial banking crisis during Septem-
ber 2008 to March 2009. The period from November 2009 to June 2011 witnesses the risk
of contagion from European countries with fiscal concerns including the near default of
Greece in April 2010. Beyond these events, our sample includes the default of Argentina
in December 2001, when Latin American spreads rose heavily due to partial loss of mar-
ket access. The Brazilian debt markets only stabilized in early August 2002 following the
intervention by the International Monetary Fund. Instability in many of the countries in
the region also eroded investor confidence in other Latin American economies.
Table 3.1 summarizes bond characteristics including coupon, maturity date and rating
for the issues by Brazil, Columbia, Mexico and Venezuela as well as their corresponding
U.S. benchmark. We match the Eurobond issues with the risk free U.S. Treasury bonds
with closest maturity as outlined in Table 3.1 to determine the credit spread for each of
the bonds. The time t logarithmic spread change ∆CSt is defined as ∆CSt = lnCSt −
lnCSt−1.
Summary statistics of the spread changes for all bond issues are presented in Table 3.2.
All bond series can be characterized by relatively low skewness and high kurtosis. The
Jarque-Bera test of normality is clearly rejected. Mean changes for all bond series as well
as the highest and lowest values are comparable. Changes in our sovereign credit spread
Table 3.1: The Eurobond Sample
All bonds are U.S. dollar denominated sovereign bonds issued in international markets by Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela. Countries
reserve the right to plead sovereign immunity under the U.S. Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of 1976 with respect to any action against the
country in the event of default. Clearance and settlement of the issues are generally handled by three main clearing and settlement houses:
Depository Trust Company, Euroclear and Cedel Bank. Lead underwriters include Chase Securities Inc., Goldman Sachs & Co, JP Morgan,
Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley Dean Witter. All bond series are bullets with no embedded options. Ratings are bond ratings as provided
by Standard and Poor’s. Issue size is in billion U.S. dollar.
Issuer Coupon Issue Date Maturity
Date
Issue Size Rating U.S. Bench-
mark
Brazil 12.75% 19/01/00 15/01/20 1.0 B 8.5%, 02/20
Brazil 10.125% 04/06/97 15/05/27 3.5 B 6.625%, 02/27
Brazil 12.25% 24/02/00 6/03/30 1.6 B 6.25%, 05/30
Colombia 11.75% 17/02/00 25/02/20 1.075 BB 8.5%, 02/20
Mexico 11.375% 16/09/96 15/09/16 2.394 BBB- 7.5%, 11/16
Mexico 11.5% 01/05/96 15/05/26 1.750 BBB- 6.75%, 08/26
Venezuela 13.625% 30/07/98 15/08/18 0.5 CCC+ 7.5%, 11/16
Venezuela 9.25% 11/09/97 15/09/27 4.0 CCC+ 6.375%, 08/27
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Table 3.2: Descriptive Statistics
Summary statistics of the logarithmic changes ∆CSBra,∆CSCol,∆CSMex, and ∆CSV en of the sovereign yield spreads between the sovereign
Eurobonds of Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela with given maturity and their U.S. benchmark bonds. ∆CSLA represents the average
of all eight logarithmic differenced series representing the Latin American region in our study. The unit root tests reported are the Augmented
Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) and the Kwiatkowski et al. (1992) (KPSS) test, additionally the Ljung-Box statistic (LB) is presented for four lags.
Sample period: March 1, 2000 to June 30, 2011.
∆CSLA ∆CSBra20 ∆CSBra27 ∆CSBra30 ∆CSCol20 ∆CSMex16 ∆CSMex26 ∆CSV en18 ∆CSV en27
Mean -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 0.000 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.000
Median -0.001 -0.002 -0.001 -0.002 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 0.000 0.000
Max. 0.294 0.330 0.472 0.204 0.323 0.258 1.522 0.222 0.180
Min. -0.221 -0.369 -0.278 -0.224 -0.329 -0.308 -1.079 -0.147 -0.238
Std.Dev. 0.031 0.040 0.038 0.035 0.036 0.047 0.084 0.021 0.024
Skewness 0.332 0.310 0.962 0.305 0.424 -0.054 0.685 1.081 0.070
Kurtosis 12.04 11.661 17.448 7.862 15.814 7.664 77.317 17.181 12.519
J-Bera 9773.5 8962.2 25253.9 2854.3 19606.1 2587.0 656779.0 24460.8 10774.6
ADF -52.761 -56.842 -54.045 -52.715 -39.615 -56.139 -11.471 -52.087 -47.420
KPSS 0.077 0.072 0.075 0.072 0.048 0.055 0.336 0.290 0.205
LB(1) 0.378 11.264 0.452 0.456 1.197 7.2114 104.010 1.726 39.741
LB(2) 8.014 11.572 6.474 3.593 11.268 12.167 169.570 3.894 40.496
LB(3) 8.566 11.572 10.907 3.757 11.338 15.233 186.820 5.910 40.691
LB(4) 9.894 11.715 12.558 3.871 11.469 15.312 203.820 6.184 40.694
sample can be regarded as stationary time series given the ADF and KPSS test statistics.4
The Ljung-Box statistics indicate significant autocorrelation in spread changes.
3.3.3 Explanatory Variables
As outlined in Section 3.2 we use daily changes in equity prices, changes in the risk
free rate, changes in the slope of the yield curve, changes in foreign exchange rates,
changes in the implied volatility of S&P 500 index options and changes in the gold price
as explanatory variables. The proxy for changes in the capacity index is the equity market
index of our respective countries, ∆RIndex,t (see also Oshiro and Saruwatari (2005)).5 We
use Bloomberg’s daily series of the U.S. 3-month Treasury Bills to represent the interest
rate factor, rft. The difference between the yield of the 10-year and the 2-year benchmark
Treasury rates represents the slope of the yield curve, rfSlope,t. The daily exchange rates
changes between the U.S. dollar and the local currencies (expressed in terms of local
currency per U.S. dollar) are denote by ∆localFX − ratet. Changes in the strength of
the U.S. dollar as the debt denominator currency with respect to the Euro are given by
4Note that unreported results demonstrate the existence of a unit root in the levels rather than changes
of the credit spread sample.
5We utilize the Bovespa index for Brazil, the IGBC index for Colombia, the Bolsa Index for Mexico and
the IBC index for Venezuela. The Bovespa index is a total return index, which comprises the most
liquid stocks from the Sao Paulo Stock Exchange. The IGBC index from the Colombia Stock Exchange
is the wider index representing the Colombian stock market. The Bolsa Index is a capitalization
weighted index comprising all leading stocks of the Mexican stock exchange. The IBC index from the
Caracas Stock Exchange of Venezuela comprises the most liquid and capitalized stocks.
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∆US/EUR− ratet. Two crisis proxies are included in our analysis. We use daily changes
in VIX implied market volatility, ∆V IXt, and daily relative changes in gold prices, RGold,t,
to approximate the state of the global economy.
3.4 Empirical Analysis
3.4.1 Unconditional Estimation Results
In this section we begin with the discussion of the unconditional sovereign spread change
determinants. We thereby derive standard regression results which are based on a single
regime only. In order to capture spread change persistence, we include autoregressive
terms up to order four in all of the eight spread change series. The corresponding ordinary
least squares (OLS) regression parameter estimates for our sample bonds are given in Table
3.3.
Given Table 3.3, we find a negative relation between returns of the local stock market
and changes in spreads as predicted by theory. Also as expected, changes in the riskless
short rate are negatively related to spread changes for all bond series. Both relations
are approximately of the same magnitude and are statistically as well as economically
significant. Changes in the slope of the riskless term structure have a significant negative
influence on spreads. This points to a tightening of credit spreads with the steepening of
the slope, while a flattening of the yield curve predicts rising spreads.
As our sample bonds are all denominated in U.S. dollar, a strength of the U.S. dollar
affects the value of the issued bonds and hence the debtor countries’ debt capacity. As
suggested in Section 3.2, we find that an increase in the Euro to U.S. dollar exchange
rate (i.e. a strong dollar) indeed has a statistically and economically significant positive
effect on spreads. The local currency to the U.S. dollar exchange rate is also found to
have the predicted positive influence on bond spreads. Given that the local exchange rate
approximates the country’s specific risk, a decreasing value of the local currency leads to
wider sovereign credit spreads and vice versa.
Changes in VIX implied market volatility are found to have the predicted positive
influence on credit spreads. Sovereign credit spreads tend to widen in response to po-
tential uncertainties in the U.S. equity market. When implied market volatility declines,
spreads narrow in response to stabilizing market conditions.6 Also with respect to global
6The influence of the VIX on sovereign credit default swap spreads in emerging markets is also docu-
mented by Longstaff et al. (2011) and Pan and Singleton (2008). Pan and Singleton (2008), p. 2375,
state that the "...VIX is a key factor in investors’ appetite for global event risk in credit markets".
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uncertainty, a safe haven effect of gold cannot be empirically verified. While this effect
would imply a positive relation between gold price changes and spread changes, we ob-
serve a significant reverse effect for both sovereign bonds issued by Venezuela. Hence, the
given results in part support the hypothesis of gold as a provision asset. It is kept to be
liquidated at decreased prices given that adverse economic (and credit) conditions occur.
The values of the adjusted R2 parameters for all bond series under study show that
a significant part of the variation in credit spread changes can in fact be explained by
the respective model. However, there are still omitted or unobserved variables that sig-
nificantly determine daily credit spread changes of Latin American sovereign bonds. In
order to analyze whether the missing components have a systematic influence on all credit
spread changes, we apply a principal component analysis (PCA) of the respective residual
series similar to Collin-Dufresne et al. (2001). The results of the analysis are presented in
Table 3.4. They reveal that most of the unexplained variation can be attributed to one
systematic factor, which is represented by the first principal component of the residual
series.
Inspection of Table 3.4 shows that the first principal component explains nearly 50
percent of the variation in daily credit spread changes. The Eigenvectors indicate that
all series are influenced by approximately the same magnitude. The remainder principal
components reveals no further systematic influence. These results lead to the conclusion
that one systematic factor of spread changes is so far not incorporated in the model. As
Collin-Dufresne et al. (2001) point out in the corporate bond setting, further inclusion
of macroeconomic variables typically will not significantly improve the results. We thus
interpret the omitted systematic variable as an unobservable credit cycle variable. In the
next section, we model the variable within the suggested regime switching framework.
3.4.2 Conditional Estimation Results
We now explain our credit spread changes within the Markov switching framework. We
thereby define two states, namely regime 0 and regime 1, and allow the parameters
to change conditional on the state of the underlying endogenous sovereign credit cy-
cle. Changes in the cycle may relate to region specific or global factors and can happen
instantly on any given trading day. This allows for a daily dating of changes in the
prevailing cycle.
A graphical inspection of the estimated regimes for a selection of three of our sovereign
bonds is given in Figure 3.1. The figure illustrates the behavior of the unobservable credit
cycle variable and indicates that the dating of the regimes is related to economic events.
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Table 3.4: Principal Component Analysis of Spread Change Residuals
Results of PCA for the residuals of daily credit spread changes ∆CSBra,∆CSCol,∆CSMex, and ∆CSV en of the sovereign yield spreads
between the sovereign Eurobonds of Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela with given maturity and their U.S. benchmark bonds. Sample
period: March 1, 2000 to June 30, 2011.
Eigenvalues
Number Value Difference Proportion Cumulative Value Cumulative Proportion
1 3.890 2.822 0.486 3.890 0.486
2 1.068 0.232 0.133 4.958 0.620
3 0.836 0.207 0.104 5.794 0.724
4 0.629 0.082 0.079 6.423 0.803
Eigenvectors (loadings)
Variable PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4
Resid ∆CSBra20 0.416 -0.129 -0.278 0.136
Resid ∆CSBra27 0.422 -0.119 -0.320 0.242
Resid ∆CSBra30 0.428 -0.137 -0.326 0.224
Resid ∆CSCol20 0.357 -0.004 0.057 -0.616
Resid ∆CSMex16 0.344 -0.202 0.225 -0.556
Resid ∆CSMex26 0.228 -0.464 0.733 0.388
Resid ∆CSV en18 0.272 0.607 0.331 0.168
Resid ∆CSV en27 0.305 0.570 0.115 0.071
The credit cycle variable is persistent in that regimes do not switch too erratically.
Given Figure 3.1, we can interpret regime 1 as a crisis regime in the sovereign bond
credit cycle, which accounts for approximately 40 percent of our sample observations.
Several economically and politically crises in the Latin American as well as in the global
economy can be attributed to the crisis regime. This includes the default of Argentina
in December 2001, which had a major influence on the changes in credit spreads of the
Brazilian bond maturing in 2030 and the Colombian bond maturing in 2020, and the
insecure outcome and the possible consequences of the presidential elections in Brazil in
mid 2002, which significantly influenced all three bond series. The Brazilian debt markets
only slowly stabilized after August 2002 following the intervention by the International
Monetary Fund. Interestingly, the September 11, 2001 terror attacks in the U.S. had only
a partial impact on sovereign bond spreads in Latin America. While the Brazilian bond
shows a severe reaction, which may be attributed to the large aviation industry in Brazil,
the Mexican bond series shows no significant impact. The subsequent major credit event
that resulted in a significant reaction of Latin American sovereign bond markets, is the
2007-2008 subprime crisis and—in its aftermath—the global financial banking crisis during
September 2008 to March 2009. The European debt crisis period during November 2009
to June 2011, with its risk of contagion from European countries and including the near
default of Greece in April 2010, also had a significant effect on the sovereign bonds of Latin
America. Since the beginning of 2011, Brazil, Colombia and Mexico can be characterized
as being in a crisis regime, where Mexico in particular exhibits unfavorable behavior,
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Figure 3.1: Estimated regimes for daily credit spread changes of sovereign
bonds of Brazil, Colombia and Mexico based on a two-state
Markov regime switching model. Sample period: March 1, 2000
to June 30, 2011.
probably as the Mexican economy is more related to the global economic development
than the Brazilian and Colombian economy.
We now turn to the determinants of credit spreads changes, which are conditional on
the prevailing sovereign credit cycle. The conditional spread change parameter estimates
for each sovereign bond series under study are presented in Table 3.5, Table 3.6 and Table
3.7. The introduction of the credit cycle in fact results in a better model fit for all bond
series. This follows from the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) statistics, which are
reported in Tables 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 as compared to those of Table 3.3 from the previous
section.
The introduction of the credit cycle provides new insights into the determinants of
spread changes under different regimes. The intercept term µ describes the average spread
change in each regime, which typically is expected to be close to zero. Our results show
that there is a tendency for spreads to narrow in the non-crisis regime (regime 0). Consid-
ering spread change persistence, the markets of Mexico and Venezuela indicate significant
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persistence, while the Brazil and Colombia series exhibit low persistence. The debt ca-
pacity factor of each country proxied by the respective domestic stock market index is a
significant determinant for all bonds except the two Venezuela series. It has a negative
sign under both regimes. Interestingly, the effect in the crisis regime is more pronounced
than in the normal market regime. Considering the Colombia 2020 and Mexico 2016 series
we find the impact of the asset factor in the crisis regime to be approximately four times
larger than in the normal market regime. The interest rate factor is highly significant
in all bond series and relates negatively to spread changes under both regimes. In the
majority of cases we discover a higher negative impact of changes in the short rate in the
crisis regime than in the normal market regime. This implies that spread changes react
with higher sensitivity to changes in interest rates, which in turn explains some of the in-
creased spread change uncertainty in regime 1. Changes in the slope of the yield curve are
highly significant in nearly all series under both regimes, where the Venezuela 2027 bond
is the only exception. The significant and negative coefficient of the slope variable again
exhibits a higher negative influence in the crisis regime as compared to the normal market
regime. An example for this shifting impact can be found in the Mexico 2026 sovereign
bond series. During the normal regime it has a statistically significant influence of -0.257
on sovereign credit spread changes, whereas in the crisis regime the coefficient changes
to an extraordinary value of -1.669. Considering the Brazil 2020, Brazil 2027, Colombia
2020 and Mexico 2016 series, we find similar differences in the estimated parameters.
The regime switching framework provides a more detailed picture of how spread changes
relate to foreign exchange rate changes. Considering changes in the rate of Euros in return
to one U.S. dollar, ∆US/EUR−ratet, our analysis yields ambiguous results. The positive
relationship is significant in the normal market regime for the Brazil 2030, Mexico 2016,
Mexico 2026, Venezuela 2018 and the Venezuela 2027 bond. For the Mexico 2016 and 2026
bond series, the relationship vanishes in the crisis regime. On the other hand, for the Brazil
2020 and 2027 bond series, the variable is not significant in the normal market regime,
whereas it is in the crisis regime. Regarding the unconditional results of Table 3.3, the
Colombia 2020 bond series has a positive unconditional parameter estimate (of 0.200), but
the results of the regime switching setting reveal that neither the normal market regime
estimate (0.084) nor the crisis regime estimate (0.160) is significantly different from zero.
Considering changes in the local exchange rate, we find that the results are more consistent
again. The changes in the local exchange rate are positively related to daily changes in
credit spreads. The relation is significant for all bonds and all regimes except the Mexico
2026 series which fails to obtain 10 percent significance in the crisis regime. We again
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find that crisis regime parameter estimates are of larger absolute magnitude than those of
the non-crisis regime. Considering the Colombian bond series for example, we document
a positive relationship of 1.081 conditional on the crisis regime which is about twice the
magnitude of the one under the non-crisis regime with a value of 0.505. Table 3.7 shows
that the results for the Venezuela 2018 and 2027 bond series are weak. This can be
explained by Venezuela’s decision to fix its currency with respect to U.S. dollar.
In order to gauge the fear factor in global equity markets, we utilize daily changes in
the VIX index. The regime switching results indicate that in the normal credit cycle
state (regime 0), a positive relationship between VIX changes and credit spread changes
prevails. Two exceptions are the Brazil 2020 and Mexico 2016 sovereign bond series.
Examining the crisis regime (regime 1) VIX changes again prove to be significant and
positive determinants of spread changes. Only the Mexico 2016 and Venezuela 2018 bond
series exhibit no significant impact. The results further indicate that the influence of
VIX changes is higher conditional on the information that the credit cycle is in the crisis
regime. Market participants appear to be more sensitive to bad news positive VIX changes
during the crisis regime. Turning to the return on gold, we find that four out of the eight
bond series have a negative and significant sign during the normal market regime, the
Venezuela 2018 series exhibits this relation for the crisis regime. Again, the given results
in part support the hypothesis of gold as a provision asset, especially for Venezuela and
its 2018 bond series. It is puzzling however, that the negative relationship for some of the
bonds is found to prevail during the non-crisis state of the credit cycle only. Hence, we
have to conclude that the role of the gold price factor remains ambiguous.
Finally, the regime switching setting reveals a higher degree of volatility of the error
terms conditional on the crisis regime, a result which is visible in Figure 3.1 where crisis
regimes are characterized by a higher degree of spread change volatility. Taking the Mexico
2026 bond series as an example, we observe that the volatility during the crisis regime
rises from 0.023 to 0.193. On average, we may state that the volatility of the crisis regime
error terms is approximately twice as high as those under the normal regime. As stated in
the beginning of this section, the conditional estimation results based on two credit cycle
states, regime 0 and 1, lead to an improved fit of the model even if we account for the
increased number of parameters. Based on the AIC statistic we are able to conclude that
the application of a two-state regime switching model leads to a better model fit. Our
results indicate that the changes in credit spreads of emerging market sovereign bonds
are characterized by a varying influence of the spread determinants. The determinants
thereby show a higher degree of economic significance when the endogenous credit cycle
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variable is estimated to be in the high spread volatility crisis regime.
3.5 Conclusion
We investigate important pricing questions for emerging markets sovereign bonds based
on a set of liquid Latin American Eurobond issues. The determinants of daily sovereign
credit spread changes generally follow the ex-ante theoretical predictions as initially sum-
marized. Our results show that a common factor is missing in the conventional analysis
of the spread changes in our sample. The incorporation of an unobservable endogenous
credit cycle variable improves model fit in spread change explanation. In the crisis regime,
spread determinants exhibit an even higher predicted impact than otherwise. Our empiri-
cal results confirm in several directions that sovereign spread determinants exhibit regime
dependent behavior. The given findings raise some doubt about unconditional sovereign
credit ratings. When, as demonstrated, spread change determinants depend on a persis-
tent credit cycle, slowly following changes in such cycle may induce rating momentum
(see e.g. Al-Sakka and ap Gwilym (2009), which is in conflict with ratings as efficient pre-
dictors of future credit risk. Additional research could also address the question whether
the inclusion of additional regimes may improve rating accuracy and default prediction.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the examination of the dependence structure between aggregate
market tail risk and expected returns. As the classical risk-return trade-off suggests and
new empirical findings confirm, the relationship between aggregate market tail risk and
expected market returns exhibits a positive dependency. However, this dependence struc-
ture is characterized by a non-linear pattern. In order to implement a more profound
analysis of this non-linear dependence structure, this paper employs copula functions to
model the conditional bivariate time series dependency. Empirical findings clearly iden-
tify the Clayton copula to provide the best copula function for modeling the relationship
between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns. Furthermore the estimated pa-
rameters of the particular Clayton copula functions suggest a small degree of lower tail
dependence between both time series.
Keywords: Copula Estimation; Dependence Structure; Downside Risk; Tail Index Esti-
mation; Extreme Value Theory
JEL Classification: C13; C22; G10; G21
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4.1 Introduction
The empirical analysis and modeling of dependence structures between two or more re-
lated parameters is a challenging and difficult task in financial econometrics. Simple
assumptions about the underlying dependence structure may lead to elegant and easy
to understand results in financial modeling, but can also lead to disastrous results in
reality. One famous example here to name is the simple assumption of a Normal copula
function describing dependencies in default modeling by Li (2000). The application of
this dependence model has been seen by most academics as one important factor causing
the worldwide financial crisis in 2007 and 2008. To sum up, the Normal copula function
can not account for asymmetric dependencies, which are prevalent for instance during
recessions leading to higher correlated defaults. Economic downturns obviously lead to
a higher degree of defaults, which in turn intensify an economic recession. This short
example exhibits that when it comes to modeling dependence structures between two
or more related variables one has to be very careful in choosing a function that mod-
els the dependence. As empirically proven in Bali et al. (2009) and Riedel and Wagner
(2013), aggregate market tail risk and expected market returns are characterized by a
positive dependence structure. This empirical result can also be verified theoretically by
the classical risk-return relationship. As in principal higher risk has to compensated by
higher expected returns, for instance Dittmar (2002) has shown that higher moments of
a specific return distribution have to be priced. Riedel and Wagner (2013) have shown
that exactly these higher moments variance, skewness and kurtosis influence the degree
of tail thickness which in turn can be interpreted as a proxy for aggregate market tail
risk. Employing simple regression analysis with robustness checks for various macroe-
conomic factors and different percentiles for tail index estimation, Riedel and Wagner
(2013) demonstrated that the positive influence of aggregate market tail risk on expected
returns can be empirically verified. In a further analysis they have investigated this rela-
tionship with a two-state Markov regime switching model and shown that this dependence
structure can be characterized by a non-linear pattern, i.e. the positive influence of mar-
ket tail risk depends on the prevalent regime in the market. The identification of this
positive non-linear relationship clearly indicates that traditional measures of dependence
like correlation, are not appropriate to model this non-linear dependence structure. With
regard to the analysis of the classical relationship between risk premia and conditional
variance, Backus and Gregory (1993) have shown that depending on the specific param-
eters of the theoretical model of the economy, the shape of the risk-return relationship
can be characterized by quite different patterns of any form. Rossi and Timmermann
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(2011) provide with an empirical analysis of US stock market data further evidence for a
non-monotonic relationship between expected returns and conditional volatility, which is
depending on the level of volatility inherent in the stock market. In a theoretical asset
pricing model with two regimes characterized by different levels in consumption growth,
Whitelaw (2000) shows that switches between these two regimes lead to a non-linear re-
lationship between expected returns and conditional volatility. The changing structure in
the relationship can be explained by changes in the investment opportunity set induced
by regime shifts leading to changes in hedging demands for the representative investor.
The following paper contributes to the existing literature in that it builds on copula
functions to exactly examine the dependence structure between aggregate market tail
risk and expected returns. Copula models are perfectly suited for dependence modeling
between two or more variables, as the estimation of the dependence structure is sepa-
rated from the estimation of the marginal distributions. The empirical part of the paper
employs the conditional approach of Patton (2013) for multivariate time series modeling
and fits five selected copula functions with specific characteristics for dependence mod-
eling. Modeling results are compared on the basis of an information criterion as well as
Goodness-of-Fit tests. In similar copula modeling approaches Chen et al. (2008) analyze
the non-linear relationship between daily credit default swap (CDS) changes and jump
risk, proxied by the kurtosis of their corresponding stock return. Their results suggest
the Gumbel copula function to provide on the majority the best model for the respec-
tive dependence structure. Ning (2010) models the dependence structure between stock
markets and foreign exchanges markets, finding upper and lower tail dependence between
these two markets, whereas Garcia and Tsafack (2011) examine the dependence structure
of extremes in stock and bond markets. They further develop a regime-switching copula
model that explicitly models asymmetric and symmetric dependencies during different
market regimes.
The main result of the paper clearly underpins the positive and non-linear relationship
between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns, as the results indicate that the
Clayton copula, characterized by positive dependence and lower tail dependence, provides
the best fit to all respective stock market indices and respective time series of aggregate
market tail risk. Copula functions are widely used in financial econometrics to model
dependencies for example in credit risk modeling (e.g. the above mentioned paper of Li
(2000), asset return modeling (see e.g. Hu (2006)) and risk measurement (for instance
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Junker and May (2005)). This short listing is far from being extensive, an excellent text-
book providing theory and empirical applications of copula functions in the context of
financial modeling can be found for instance in Cherubini et al. (2004).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces into the
general aspects of copula theory and presents the examined copula models. In Section 4.3
the methodology for estimating multivariate time series models is presented. Section 4.4
specifies the respective marginal models and analyses the standardized residuals of the
respective time series models. Section 4.5 examines the time series dependence structure
by fitting specific copula functions to the standardized residuals time series, followed by
Goodness-of-Fit tests in order to confirm the copula model fitting. Section 4.6 concludes
and addresses further research questions with regard to dependence modeling of aggregate
market tail risk and expected returns.
4.2 Introduction to Copula Theory
This section gives an short introduction into the general theory of copula functions and
further defines and explains the used copula models in the following empirical analysis of
the dependence structure between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns. This
section is also intended to only give the basic intuition of copula modeling and their specific
characteristics when it comes to the issue of dependence modeling. An exact mathematical
treatment of copula theory can be found in the comprehensive monographs of Joe (1997)
and Nelsen (2006). As empirically shown in Riedel and Wagner (2013) aggregate market
tail risk and expected returns are characterized by a non-linear dependence structure, i.e.
classical dependence metrics like correlation are not appropriate when the dependencies
between these two parameters are modeled. In order to circumvent the deficits of classical
dependence measures, this paper uses copula functions for examining the joint distribution
of the two parameters. In principal the application of copula functions allows to separately
model the dependence structure and the marginal distributions of the respective variables.
Considering the multivariate case, the theorem of Sklar shows, that any multivariate
joint distribution F (x1, x2, ..., xn) with continuous univariate marginal distributions can
be separated into its n univariate marginal distributions Fi(ni) and an n-dimensional
copula function
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F (x1, x2, ..., xn) = C (F1(x1), F2(x2), ..., Fn(xn)) . (4.1)
The copula C is a distribution function C : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] that combines the univari-
ate distribution functions to the multivariate joint distribution function. The copula C is
unique when the marginal distributions are continuous, otherwise the copula C is uniquely
determined on RanF1 ×RanF2 × ...×RanFd, where RanFi = Fi(R¯) denotes the range of
Fi (see Nelsen (2006), p. 46).
This results can also be used for the joint probability distribution function, for the case
they are existing,
f(x1, x2, ..., xn) = c (F1(x1), F2(x2), ..., Fn(xn))×
n∏
i=1
fi(xi), (4.2)
where the associated copula density function can be written as
c (F1(x1), F2(x2), ..., Fn(xn)) =
∂nC (F1(x1), F2(x2), ..., Fn(xn))
∂F1 · ∂F2(x2) · ... · ∂Fn(xn) . (4.3)
It has to be kept in mind that the distribution functions of the marginals Fi(xi) are
uniformly distributed, thus the above representation can also be written with ui ∈ [0, 1]
instead of Fi(xi) (see Alexander (2008), p. 262). This short treatment already underpins
the basic intuition of copula modeling, in the way that one can model the marginal dis-
tributions and the dependence structure separately. This fact enables copula functions to
be the perfect tool for the examination of the non-linear dependence structure between
aggregate market tail risk and expected returns.
Copula Models
In the empirical analysis of the paper several copula models are fitted to data in order
to exactly examine the dependence structure between aggregate market tail risk and ex-
pected returns. The respective copula functions have been chosen due to their specific
characteristics in dependence modeling. In the following the fitted copula models are pre-
sented in their bivariate representation and their respective characteristics are discussed.
The first copula family considered is the Normal (Gaussian) copula, defined as
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C(u1, u2) = ΦN
(
Φ−1(u1),Φ−1(u2); θ
)
, (4.4)
=
∫ Φ−1(u1)
−∞
∫ Φ−1(u2)
−∞
1
2pi(1− ρ2)1/2 exp
{−(s2 − 2ρst+ t2
2(1− ρ2)
}
dsdt, (4.5)
where Φ represents the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal dis-
tribution and ΦN(u1, u2) is the standard bivariate normal distribution with correlation
parameter ρ restricted in the interval (-1,1) (see Trivedi and Zimmer (2005), p. 17). As
McNeil et al. (2009) mention the Normal copula interpolates in the bivariate case between
positive and negative dependence in which the parameter ρ models the strength of depen-
dence. As Figure 4.1(a) shows for two normal distributed margins with u1 ∼ N(0; 0.2) and
u2 ∼ N(0; 0.3) and chosen parameter ρ = 0.6, the Normal copula is a symmetric copula
function and thus is unable to model asymmetric dependence structures. Furthermore it
is characterized by zero tail dependence1.
The next copula function considered is the (Student-) t copula, which is characterized
by two parameters, the correlation ρ and the degrees of freedom ν,
Cρ,ν(u1, u2) = tρ,ν
(
t−1ν (u1), t
−1
ν (u2)
)
, (4.6)
=
∫ t−1ν (u1)
−∞
∫ t−1ν (u2)
−∞
1
2pi
√
1− ρ2
(
1 +
s2 + t2 − 2ρst
ν(1− ρ2)
)− ν+2
2
dsdt. (4.7)
where tν is defined as the univariate Student t distribution with ν degrees of freedom
(see Trivedi and Zimmer (2005), p. 17). The t copula is characterized by symmetric lower
and upper tail dependence, illustrated in Figure 4.1(b) for normal distributed margins and
chosen parameters ρ = 0.6 and ν = 2, which make it quite useful for financial modeling
applications. However, it has to be kept in mind that the dependence structure exhibits
symmetric tail dependence, a characteristic that can not often be found in real financial
data.
The above mentioned copulas are derived from the bi- or multivariate normal and Stu-
dent t distribution and cannot be described by a simple closed form. They are also called
elliptical copula functions due to their specific contour plot. There are further copula
1In fact, tail dependence reaches one when the correlation is one (see Cherubini et al. (2004))
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functions existing characterized by a simple closed form and further appealing properties
with regard to financial modeling. In the following empirical analysis three further copula
functions are considered, which belong to the class of Archimedean copulas. In order to
keep the empirical part simple only one-parameter Archimedean copula functions are con-
sidered. Archimedean copula functions are constructed by a specific generator function
ϕu. In principle an Archimedean copula with generator function ϕu is defined as
C(u1, u2, ..., un) = ϕ
−1 (ϕ(u1) + ϕ(u2) + ...+ ϕ(un)) . (4.8)
The application of generator functions allows to specify a large number of new cop-
ula functions and to generate new dependence structures modeled by the specific copula
functions2.
The first Archimedean copula function considered is the Clayton copula proposed by
Clayton (1978), with generator function
ϕ(t) = θ−1(t−θ − 1), θ 6= 0. (4.9)
The Clayton copula function takes the following form in the bivariate case
Cθ(u1, u2) = (u
−θ
1 + u
−θ
2 − 1)−
1
θ , 0 < θ <∞, (4.10)
for θ ∈ [−1,∞) \ {0} (see Nelsen (2006), p. 116). The Clayton copula exhibits asym-
metric tail dependence, with relatively weak upper tail dependence and positive lower
tail dependence, as indicated in Figure 4.1(c) for normal distributed margins and fixed
parameter θ = 1.4. This copula function is for example well suited to model company
defaults, as intuition predicts that company default rate is high during economic down-
turns, which in turn is defined by a high degree of company defaults. The Clayton copula
is not able to account for negative dependencies between the marginals.
The next considered copula function in the empirical part is the Frank (1979) copula,
which generator function is defined as
ϕ(t) = − ln
(
exp−θt−1
exp−θ−1
)
. (4.11)
In the bivariate case the Frank copula is determined via the function
2For further issues regarding the construction of new copula functions by application of the generator
function see Nelsen (2006).
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Cθ(u1, u2) = −1
θ
ln
(
1 +
(exp(−θu1)− 1)(exp(−θu2)− 1)
exp(−θ)− 1
)
, (4.12)
for θ ∈ (−∞,∞) \ {0} (see Nelsen (2006)).
The dependence structure of the Frank copula, as shown in Figure 4.1(d) for two normal
distributed margins and chosen parameter θ = 0.2, is characterized by relatively weak tail
dependence, but in turn the highest degree of dependence is located in the center of the
distribution (see Trivedi and Zimmer (2005)). Furthermore the Frank copula is also able
to model negative dependence between the marginal distributions.
Finally the empirical sections fits the Plackett (1965) copula, defined as
Cθ(u1, u2) =
[1 + (θ − 1)(u1 + u2)]−
√
[1 + (θ − 1)(u1 + u2)]2 − 4u1u2θ(θ − 1)
2(θ − 1) , (4.13)
for θ > 0, θ 6= 1. In the case θ = 1 the Placket copula reduces to the product copula
Cu1,u2 = u1u2. The Plackett copula stems on the Plackett distribution and is character-
ized by zero tail dependence. It is neither an elliptical copula nor an Archimedean copula
function and thus its generator function is not existing. Furthermore it is also suited to
model positive as well as negative dependence between the marginal distributions. The
application of the Plackett copula can also often be found in empirical studies, e.g. by
Rockinger and Jondeau (2001) who modeled conditional dependencies in financial asset
returns with time-varying skewness and kurtosis. One major drawback of the Plackett
copula is that it can not easily account for multivariate dependence.
4.3 Methodology for Modeling Multivariate Time
Series Models
In the last section an general introduction into copula theory has been given. In the
next step the basic idea of copula modeling is used in order the specifically model the de-
pendence structure between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns. As already
stated theoretically and also verified empirically in Riedel and Wagner (2013) there can
actually be found a positive dependence between aggregate market tail risk and expected
returns. However, as the application of an Markov regime switching model in Riedel and
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Figure 4.1: Contour plots for different copula functions with normal dis-
tributed margins (u1 ∼ N(0; 0.2), u2 ∼ N(0; 0.3))
Wagner (2013) indicates, this relationship is characterized by a non-linear dependence
structure. Exactly this non-linear dependence structure is analyzed in the following em-
pirical section. However, the application of classical dependence measures like correlation
has no means when it comes to analyzing non-linear dependence structures. In order to
analyze the specific relationship between aggregate market tail risk an expected returns
several copula functions are fitted to the respective time series. In order to determine
the respective dependence structures in a conditional time series setting the approach of
Patton (2013) is applied, which is conditional on existing information of aggregate market
tail risk and expected returns. The copula-based multivariate time series model allows to
separately specify the model for the marginals from the existing dependence structure of
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the marginal distributions. In order to model the conditional copula each marginal distri-
bution has to be modeled with a specific conditional distribution and in the next step the
relationship of the standardized residuals of each marginal model is modeled with several
copula functions. This approach is perfectly suited for the ongoing investigation as the de-
pendence structure can be separately modeled from the respective marginal distributions.
In principal this two-step decomposition allows to use different estimation methods, for
instance parametric vs. nonparametric methods, for the different parts of the model, i.e.
marginal distributions and the copula determining the dependence structure (see Patton
(2012)). In the empirical part the bivariate copula based time series model is estimated
with a semiparametric approach, often called "canonical maximum likelihood" (CML).
The conditional marginal distributions are determined with a nonparametric approach
using the empirical density function (EDF) of the standardized residuals and the copula
function is estimated via maximum likelihood using a parametric model.
As Patton (2006) exhibits copula-based multivariate time series models use a version
of Sklar’s theorem for conditional joint distributions, where the conditional bivariate dis-
tribution Yt is separated into its conditional marginal distributions and the conditional
copula with respect to the information set Ft−1:
Yt | Ft−1 ∼ F (· | Ft−1) , (4.14)
with Yit | Ft−1 ∼ F (· | Ft−1) , i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.15)
then F (y | Ft−1) = C (F1 (y1 | Ft−1) , ..., Fn (yn | Ft−1) | Ft−1) . (4.16)
If the transformed variables are defined as, Uit = Fi (Yit | Ft−1), then the conditional
copula of Yt | Ft−1 is the conditional distribution of Ut | Ft−1:
Ut | Ft−1 ∼ C (· | Ft−1) . (4.17)
The above formulas exhibit the usefulness of copula modeling for estimating the de-
pendence structure between multivariate time series. Instead of estimating the multi-
variate distribution function in one step, one can first determine time series models for
the marginal distribution functions and then model the multivariate distribution func-
tion using copula models. This approach is used in the paper in order to estimate the
copula function that is characterized by the best fit to the dependence structure between
aggregate market tail risk and expected market returns. Following Patton (2013) the bi-
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variate time series model is estimated in several stages. The time series of each marginal
conditional distribution is modeled with specific time series specifications, allowing for
conditional mean E
E [Yit | Ft−1] = µi (Zt−1, αm) , Zt−1 ∈ Ft−1, (4.18)
and for conditional variance V in the aggregate market return series
V [Yit | Ft−1] = σ2i (Zt−1, αm) , (4.19)
where αm contains all parameters related to the marginal distributions.
For estimating the parameters of the conditional marginal distributions and of the
conditional copula function in a fully parametric approach the log-likelihood function
log ft (Yt | Ft−1; θ) =
n∑
i=1
log fit (Yit | Ft−1;αm) + log c(F1t (Y1t | Ft−1;αm) , ...,
Fnt (Ynt | Ft−1;αm)) | Ft−1; γc (4.20)
has to be maximized (see Patton (2013), p. 20). As White (1994) shows the maximum
likelihood approach leads to consistent and normal estimators. The problem with this
approach is that even for bivariate conditional distributions the computational effort for
estimating all parameters simultaneously can be very high. Another approach for copula
parameter estimation employs first fitting the parameters of the marginal distributions and
in the next step estimating the copula function parameters via maximum likelihood. This
approach, proposed by Joe (1997) is called inference for the margins (IFM) and was proven
to deliver highly efficient estimators. Instead of the fully parametric approaches, the third
existing approach for copula parameter estimation employs a semi-parametric approach
and is called the canonical maximum likelihood (CML) method. This semiparametric
method determines the marginal distributions via their empirical distribution functions
(EDF) and the parameters of the copula are estimated via maximum likelihood
γˆT = arg max
γ
T∑
t=1
log c
(
Uˆ1t, ..., Uˆnt; γ
)
, (4.21)
where Uˆit = Fˆi (ˆit) , i = 1, 2, ..., n. (4.22)
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For iid data Genest et al. (1995) have shown that the estimator using this procedure is
consistent, asymptotically normal and efficient under some regularity conditions. Several
authors like Kim et al. (2007) and Weiss (2010) have shown in comprehensive simulation
studies that the CML method is better suited for copula parameter estimation in the
majority of cases yielding to smaller estimation biases. This result is also clear from
intuition as in most empirical analyses the exact marginal distributions of a specific dataset
are unknown. This fact may lead to possible misspecification of the marginal models in
applying fully parametric approaches. As the conditional distribution of the standardized
residuals is estimated nonparametrically, one can assume according to Patton (2013), that
the conditional distribution is constant
it | Ft−1 ∼ iid Fi. (4.23)
Empirically the conditional distribution of the standardized residuals it is determined
with the following procedure:
Fˆi() =
1
T + 1
T∑
t=1
1 {ˆit ≤ } . (4.24)
The scaling factor in this formula is asymptotically negligible and it is used in order
to transform the variables in the unit interval and simultaneously to avoid estimation
problems of the copula with the given data at the boundaries of the unit interval (see
Hofert et al. (2013) and Patton (2013)). One important restriction of the semiparamet-
ric approach applied refers to the assumption of a constant copula function. Using this
semiparametric approach it is not possible to model changing or dynamic copula specifi-
cations through time, as for example in Okimoto (2008). However, the assumption of a
constant copula function is reasonable and it is assumed throughout the paper. As Chen
and Fan (2006) and Rémillard (2010) exhibits, one can further reasonably assume that the
parameters and the estimation errors of the marginal distributions do not influence the
distribution of the dependence structure for the respective marginal distributions. This
fact together with the assumption of a constant conditional copula results in a asymp-
totic distribution that is unaffected of the standard errors of the marginal parameters
(see Patton (2013), p. 12). Loosely speaking with the non-parametric approach for the
marginal distributions, i.e. using the EDF of the respective standardized residuals, one
can estimate the marginal models in the first step and in the next step determine the
copula parameters without caring about the standard errors from the time series models
for the marginals.
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4.4 Models for the Marginal Distributions
Market Return Series
In detail the marginal distribution of the respective weekly aggregate market return time
series, Rt, from 03/26/93 to 05/18/12 is modeled with a AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) model
allowing for conditional mean and conditional variance. The conditional return equation
for weekly index returns for t = 1, . . . , T is modeled with a constant µ, a first-order
autoregressive term τRt−1 and an in-mean term λσ2t , that relates conditional variance to
conditional returns
Rt = µ+ τRt−1 + λσ2t + t, (4.25)
where the error terms t are normally distributed with conditional variance σ2t and zero
mean. The in mean model of the conditional return equation, first introduced by Engle
et al. (1987), allows to capture variance feedback on the returns.
The conditional variance of weekly index returns σ2t is modeled by a TGARCH model
with threshold order of dimension one. The TGARCH model, first introduced by Glosten
et al. (1993) and Zakoian (1994), separately models the impact of positive and negative
innovations to variance and therefore leads to an asymmetric GARCH specification. Dif-
ferent market information theoretically has asymmetric effects on future volatility, i.e.
good news, represented by t−i > 0, and bad news, t−i < 0 have different effects on the
variance of market returns. This circumstance leads to the following conditional variance
specification for weekly index returns that allows to capture empirically found leverage
effects in stock market returns (see e.g. Christie (1982)),
σ2t = ω + βσ
2
t−1 + α
2
t−1 + γ
2
t−1It−1, (4.26)
where It is an indicator function and It = 1 if t < 0 and 0 otherwise. The distribution
of the error term t in the TGARCH model is generated by a normal distribution.
Estimation of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) model with normal distributed errors via
maximum likelihood for weekly S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE index returns from 03/26/93
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to 05/18/12 yields the coefficients presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Estimation results of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) model for S&P
500, NASDAQ and NYSE index returns
Coefficients of the fitted AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) model with normal innovations to weekly S&P 500,
NASDAQ and NYSE index returns from 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012. P-values in parentheses are based
on robust standard errors estimated with the method of Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992).
Mean equation Variance equation
S&P 500
Parameter λ µ τ ω α γ β
Coefficient -0.7115 0.0019 -0.0972 2.04E-05 0.0354 0.2272 0.8179
(0.640) (0.018) (0.008) (0.001) (0.344) (0.000) (0.000)
Adj. R2 0.0002
NASDAQ
Parameter λ µ τ ω α γ β
Coefficient -0.2880 0.0024 -0.0051 3.76E-05 0.0687 0.1828 0.8081
(0.785) (0.030) (0.887) (0.000) (0.077) (0.004) (0.000)
Adj. R2 -0.0031
NYSE
Parameter λ µ τ ω α γ β
Coefficient -0.9386 0.0019 -0.0869 2.66E-05 0.0248 0.2643 0.7930
(0.539) (0.014) (0.023) (0.000) (0.444) (0.000) (0.000)
Adj. R2 -0.0016
Inspection of the results presented in Table 4.1 shows, that the in-mean term λ is highly
insignificant for all three indices under study. Furthermore the determined parameters of
λ for S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE index contradict the classical risk-return theory, due
to their non-positive values. According to the classical risk-return relationship it is ex-
pected to be positive and significant, as higher risk, measured by higher variance, should
lead to higher expected returns. Further inspection of the results indicates that all param-
eters are highly significant, especially the threshold term γ and the lagged GARCH-term
β, which are also significant from an economical perspective.
Tail Index Time Series
After estimating the respective time series model for each aggregate market return series,
the marginal distribution of the respective tail index time series ξt is modeled with a
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simple ARMA(1,1) specification allowing for conditional mean. The exact method for
determining the time series of aggregate market tail risk is described in detail in Riedel
and Wagner (2013) and for convenience repeated here in short. Aggregate market tail
risk for each stock market is proxied by the tail index ξ of the respective time series of
standardized residuals of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) filtered time series of weekly mar-
ket returns. The time series of tail index estimates is determined with a moving window
approach of one thousand observations. To each window a Generalized Pareto Distribu-
tion (GPD) is fitted in order to estimate the tail index ξ. In order to gain robust results
independent of misspecified thresholds, the GPD is fitted to the 4th to 8th percentile of
extreme observations in the respective window. The different tail index time series for
each stock market, which are based on different percentiles, are maintained in the empiri-
cal analysis of the dependence structure between aggregate market tail risk and expected
returns.
The simple ARMA-structures are chosen as marginal models as exactly the conditional
dependence structure between the levels of aggregate market tail risk and expected returns
are the matters of particular interest. However, as results of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) test in Table 4.2 indicate, the time series of the respective tail index estimates ξ
contain a unit root, resulting in non-stationary time series.
Table 4.2: Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test for the time series of tail
index estimates ξ of S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE
Results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test for the time series of tail index estimates ξ of S&P 500,
NASDAQ and NYSE from 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2013. P-values in parentheses.
4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
S&P 500
Test statistic -2.85828 -1.43493 -1.56342 -0.65975 -1.06584
(0.051) (0.566) (0.501) (0.854) (0.731)
NASDAQ
Test statistic -1.22700 -0.72181 -0.85808 -1.91695 -2.18334
(0.665) (0.839) (0.801) (0.325) (0.213)
NYSE
Test statistic -1.07289 -0.32739 -0.90665 -0.76628 -1.46992
(0.728) (0.918) (0.786) (0.827) (0.549)
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As the fitting of an ARMA model requires a stationary time series the method of
Hodrick and Prescott (1997) is employed for filtering the marginal distribution of the
respective tail index time series. The Hodrick-Prescott filter is a two-sided linear filter
that minimizes the variance of the smoothed series from the original time series depending
on a smoothing parameter λHP . The smoothing parameter λHP for the Hodrick-Prescott
filter applied is chosen to be 270,400, which is a rather conservative parameter value (for
further issues on choosing the smoothing parameter see Ravn and Uhlig (2002)). After the
application of the Hodrick-Prescott filter the respective time series of levels of aggregate
market tail risk are characterized by no unit root as presented in Table 4.3, resulting in
a stationary time series of levels.
Table 4.3: Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test for the time series of de-
trended tail index estimates ξ for S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE
Results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test for the time series of detrended tail index estimates ξ
for S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE from 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012. In order to obtain a detrended time
series of tail index estimates ξ the Hodrick-Prescott filtering method with smoothing parameter λHP
equal to 270,400 was applied. P-values in parentheses.
4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
S&P 500
Test statistic -7.9181 -7.7913 -6.3365 -12.2475 -7.5653
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
NASDAQ
Test statistic -7.0346 -6.7241 -7.2060 -7.6651 -7.6253
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
NYSE
Test statistic -8.0553 -7.4047 -8.1130 -8.1655 -9.1609
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
The issue of non-stationarity can also be solved by the application of an ARIMA-
specification. However, as the main interest in the empirical analysis is based on the
dependence structure between the levels of aggregate market tail risk and expected re-
turns, ARIMA-models are not appropriate for the analysis. After obtaining a stationary
time series of tail index estimates with the Hodrick-Prescott filter, ARMA(1,1) models
are fitted to each tail index time series. The fitting to respective aggregate market tail
risk time series, yields the parameters shown in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Parameters of ARMA(1,1) models for time series of tail index
estimates ξ for S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE index
Parameters of ARMA(1,1) models for respective time series of tail index estimates ξ for S&P 500, NAS-
DAQ and NYSE index from 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012 for each respective percentile. The fitted pa-
rameter values for the autoregressive term (AR), the moving average term (MA) and the constant µ are
presented with their respective standard errors (s.e.) and the estimated log-likelihood value (LogL).
4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
S&P 500
AR(1) 0.8880 0.8701 0.9180 0.7123 0.8796
s.e. 0.0163 0.0172 0.0134 0.0313 0.0168
MA(1) 0.0968 0.0673 0.0242 0.0552 0.0544
s.e. 0.0346 0.0331 0.0334 0.0466 0.0347
µ 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
s.e. 0.0039 0.0021 0.0027 0.0011 0.0015
LogL 2959.83 3394.55 3544.36 3200.01 3821.92
NASDAQ
AR(1) 0.9009 0.9126 0.9007 0.836 0.8988
s.e. 0.0150 0.0140 0.0156 0.022 0.0157
MA(1) 0.0199 0.0003 -0.1190 -0.0090 -0.0425
s.e. 0.0351 0.0340 0.0355 0.0454 0.0379
µ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.0000
s.e. 0.0045 0.0034 0.0024 0.002 0.0021
LogL 2848.35 3229.22 3349.17 3149.91 3547.21
NYSE
AR(1) 0.8895 0.8852 0.8803 0.8705 0.8508
s.e. 0.0165 0.0164 0.0172 0.0180 0.0198
MA(1) 0.0082 0.0578 -0.0208 0.0117 -0.0236
s.e. 0.0356 0.0357 0.0365 0.0382 0.0389
µ 0.0004 0.0000 -0.0003 0.0000 0.0000
s.e. 0.0029 0.0027 0.0025 0.0019 0.0018
LogL 3169.38 3254.82 3209.3 3450.51 3294.12
The parameters of the respective ARMA-model indicate that the time series of aggre-
gate market tail risk are characterized by an high degree of positive autocorrelation. In
the majority of cases the AR(1)-term exhibits values close to 0.9, however this result is
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expected due to the moving window approach for tail index estimation. Standard errors
of the moving average terms are found to be rather high in comparison to the autoregres-
sive terms. On the majority the constant parameter µ is close to zero, with rather low
standard errors.
Standardized Residuals of Marginal Models
After the specific time series models have been fitted to the respective marginal models,
the standardized residuals it of each marginal time series model are extracted in order
to determine the conditional copula in the next step. By definition the standardized
residuals of the respective marginal model are characterized by a time series of identi-
cally and independently distributed values. The conditional copula between aggregate
market tail risk and expected market returns is just the conditional distribution of the
transformed standardized residuals it (see Patton (2013) and Patton (2012)), described
by the following formulation
Uit = Fi (it) , i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.27)
and Ut = [U1t, ..., Unt]
′ | Ft−1 ∼ C(γc), (4.28)
where the parameters of the respective copula function are determined by γc.
In order to get a better understanding of the respective standardized residuals time se-
ries of each marginal distribution, i.e. the standardized residuals of the AR(1)-TGARCHM
(1,1,1) time series of the respective weekly index return series and the standardized resid-
uals of the respective detrended time series of tail indices ξ, summary statistics are pre-
sented in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6.
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Table 4.5: Summary statistics of standardized residuals of the AR(1)-
TGARCHM(1,1,1) models for time series of S&P 500, NASDAQ
and NYSE weekly index returns
This table presents summary statistics of the standardized residuals of AR(1)-TGARCH(1,1,1) models for
the time series of S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE weekly index returns from 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012.
P-values for Jarque-Bera test statistic presented in parentheses.
S&P 500 NASDAQ NYSE
Mean -0.0128 -0.0147 -0.0138
Max 3.1382 2.9766 2.8733
Min -5.5345 -4.5982 -4.164
Std. Dev. 1.0001 1.0002 1.0002
Skewness -0.5665 -0.5187 -0.5468
Kurtosis 4.1929 3.8825 3.7777
Jarque-Bera 112.6566 77.2219 74.9531
P-value (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Obs. 999 999 999
As Table 4.5 indicates the Jarque-Bera test of normality for the time series of standard-
ized residuals of the AR(1)-TGARCHM(1,1,1) model is clearly rejected for all index time
series. The skewness parameters are determined in a comparable range to approximately
-0.5 and the three time series exhibit a very low degree of kurtosis. Additionally the
Jarque-Bera test is also rejected for the standardized residuals of the ARMA(1,1) models
for the tail index time series for all respective percentiles. Furthermore as shown in Table
4.6, the dispersion of the parameters of the tail index time series around the mean is more
pronounced than of the market return time series. In comparison to the standardized
residuals time series of market returns the time series of tail index estimates is addition-
ally characterized by a high degree of kurtosis. The particular skewness parameters for
the standardized residuals of tail index time series exhibit no clear pattern and range from
-2.61 for NYSE 4th percentile to 2.40 for NASDAQ 4th percentile.
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Table 4.6: Summary statistcis of standardized residuals for detrended time
series of ξ for S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE
This table presents summary statistics of the standardized residuals of ARMA(1,1) models for the time
series of weekly tail index estimates ξ for S&P 500, NASDAQ and NYSE index from 03/26/1993 to
05/18/2012. P-values for Jarque-Bera test statistic presented in parentheses.
4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
S&P 500
Mean -0.0101 0.0006 -0.0003 0.0006 0.0034
Max 8.9947 7.7719 9.3175 7.6271 8.8512
Min -11.4824 -6.4177 -8.9945 -7.3553 -8.2340
Std. Dev. 0.9972 1.0014 1.0015 1.0014 1.0010
Skewness -1.4504 0.3352 0.2982 0.0605 -0.8472
Kurtosis 47.2619 23.4113 29.2376 29.4888 25.4092
Jarque-Bera 81816.50 17343.28 28641.23 29177.94 21001.31
P-value (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Obs. 998 998 998 998 998
NASDAQ
Mean -0.0003 0.0013 0.0027 0.0012 0.0036
Max 13.1725 11.9406 10.6201 8.0225 12.4661
Min -8.0412 -13.1239 -8.1606 -8.7632 -10.4113
Std. Dev . 1.0015 1.0014 1.0009 1.0013 1.0010
Skewness 2.4055 -1.3308 1.5185 -0.5883 1.0070
Kurtosis 56.3221 63.6556 40.3525 29.6605 44.1115
Jarque-Bera 119194.20 153284.00 58401.09 29614.14 70451.04
P-value (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Obs. 998 998 998 998 998
NYSE
Mean -0.0109 0.0019 0.0033 0.0023 0.0008
Max 6.4279 6.9202 8.3922 6.6748 7.4790
Min -10.6427 -6.7167 -11.7666 -8.8188 -8.1359
Std. Dev. 0.9965 1.0009 1.0010 1.0013 1.0014
Skewness -2.6168 -0.7742 -1.2171 -1.8128 -0.3045
Kurtosis 36.2441 22.1378 42.4706 25.6180 24.2443
Jarque-Bera 47095.64 15329.84 65030.26 21819.64 18782.81
P-value (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Obs. 998 998 998 998 998
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4.5 Copula Parameter Estimation
In order to exactly specify the dependence structure between aggregate market tail risk
and expected returns several copula models, as presented in the introductory part of the
paper, are fitted to the respective time series. The aim of the copula fitting is to specify
an accurate model of the dependence structure, that allows to better understand this im-
portant relationship in financial asset pricing. The selection of the fitted copula functions
in the paper is build on their respective characteristics in dependence modeling3. The de-
termined parameters of the respective copula functions, the log-likelihood value and the
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) are presented in Table 4.7 for S&P 500, in Table 4.8
for NASDAQ and in Table 4.9 for NYSE index. In order to determine the copula function
that characterizes the dependence structure in the best way the AIC is utilized in a first
step. The lowest AIC for each respective time series of aggregate market tail risk is high-
lighted in bold and indicates the best fitting copula model. As Patton (2013) reveals in a
empirical analysis the obtained standard errors of the respective copula models estimated
with the chosen semiparametric approach yield correct standard errors compared with
fully parametric obtained standard errors that also include the estimation error of the
respective marginal models.
3One prominent copula, represented by the Gumbel family which also provides positive tail dependence
is not applied in the empirical analyses for dependence modeling. Intuition would suggest that the
Gumbel copula provides an appropriate fit to the non-linear dependence structure of the data, as
high levels of tail risk are thought to be associated with high expected returns. However, in the
very majority of cases the Gumbel copula does not converge to the data. In the few cases where it
converges, it is outperformed in terms of AIC and the applied Goodness-of-Fit test by the Clayton
copula. These facts lead to the non-consideration of the Gumbel copula in the further analysis.
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Table 4.7: Results of conditional copula estimation for detrended ξ and S&P
500 market returns
This table presents results of conditional copula estimation for the dependence structure modeling of
aggregate market tail risk, proxied by the respective tail index time series, and expected weekly market
returns for S&P 500 from 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012. Fitted log-likelihood values are presented, as well
as the respective Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The determined copula parameters are defined as
in the introductory part of the paper.
Copula 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
Normal copula
ρ 0.0431 0.0140 -0.0058 0.0129 0.0243
s.e. 0.0320 0.0320 0.0320 0.0320 0.0320
logL 0.9111 0.0966 0.0159 0.0819 0.2899
AIC 0.0002 0.0018 0.0020 0.0018 0.0014
t copula
ρ 0.0609 0.0091 0.0078 0.0108 0.0212
s.e. 0.0330 0.0337 0.0341 0.0339 0.0343
ν 12.9486 11.2671 9.1383 12.4728 6.8567
s.e. 3.1313 2.8368 2.2268 4.6225 1.1643
logL -4.3550 -3.4880 -1.1160 0.9335 -5.7340
AIC 0.0127 0.0110 0.0062 0.0021 0.0155
Clayton copula
θ 0.0401 0.0277 0.0229 0.0327 0.0396
s.e. 0.0357 0.0333 0.0341 0.0335 0.0355
logL 0.6840 0.3666 0.2354 0.5316 0.6743
AIC 0.0006 0.0013 0.0015 0.0009 0.0006
Frank copula
θ 0.2497 -0.0011 0.0430 0.0357 0.1910
s.e. 0.1889 0.1912 0.1923 0.1923 0.1923
logL 0.8724 2.307e-05 0.0251 0.0172 0.4944
AIC 0.0003 0.0020 0.0019 0.0020 0.0010
Plackett copula
θ 1.1290 0.9991 1.0228 1.0181 1.1030
s.e. 0.1051 0.0962 0.0999 0.0995 0.1075
logL 0.8530 1.973e-05 0.0259 0.0177 0.5097
AIC 0.0003 0.0020 0.0019 0.0020 0.0010
The dependence structure of aggregate market tail risk represented by the fourth per-
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centile and market returns for the S&P 500 is modeled in the best way by the application
of the Normal copula, closely followed by the Frank and Plackett copula. The fifth to
eighth percentile tail risk time series exhibits an dependence structure to market returns
that is characterized in the best way by the Clayton copula. The copula parameter θ
exhibits very low values indicating a rather low degree of lower tail dependence. How-
ever, results have to be interpreted with care as estimated standard errors are rather high.
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Table 4.8: Results of conditional copula estimation for detrended ξ and NAS-
DAQ market returns
This table presents results of conditional copula estimation for the dependence structure modeling of
aggregate market tail risk, proxied by the respective tail index time series, and expected weekly market
returns for NASDAQ from 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012. Fitted log-likelihood values are presented, as well
as the respective Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The determined copula parameters are defined as
in the introductory part of the paper.
Copula 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
Normal copula
ρ -0.0408 0.0159 -0.010 0.022 -0.0277
s.e. 0.0320 0.0320 0.0320 0.0320 0.0320
logL 0.8109 0.1208 0.0449 0.2247 0.3567
AIC 0.0004 0.0018 0.0019 0.0015 0.0013
t copula
ρ -0.0522 0.0119 -0.0013 0.0289 -0.0312
s.e. 0.0335 0.0339 0.0333 0.0339 0.0339
ν 11.4787 10.8327 13.3213 8.6467 10.5424
s.e. 3.0812 2.9884 3.5184 1.7861 2.8435
logL -1.4190 -1.5960 -4.0630 -3.4620 -1.0730
AIC 0.0069 0.0072 0.0122 0.0109 0.0062
Clayton copula
θ -0.0218 -0.0019 -0.0180 0.0471 0.0009
s.e. 0.0284 0.0342 0.0316 0.0345 0.0304
logL 0.2721 0.0012 0.1408 1.0410 0.0005
AIC 0.0015 0.0020 0.0017 -8.216E-05 0.0020
Frank copula
θ -0.2658 0.1493 -0.0422 0.0980 -0.2031
s.e. 0.1912 0.1923 0.1893 0.1912 0.1919
logL 0.9652 0.3031 0.0249 0.1285 0.5565
AIC 6.974E-05 0.0014 0.0020 0.0017 0.0009
Plackett copula
θ 0.8744 1.0802 0.9792 1.0510 0.9011
s.e. 0.0839 0.1055 0.0922 0.1012 0.0874
logL 0.977 0.3129 0.02452 0.1303 0.5699
AIC 4.609E-05 0.0014 0.0020 0.0017 0.0009
Considering the dependence structure of NASDAQ index, the results exhibit a quite
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different picture. The Plackett and Frank copula provide the best fit in modeling the re-
lationship of the fourth, fifth and eighth percentile time series of tail index estimates and
market returns, closely followed by the Normal copula. In contrast the Clayton copula
exhibits the best fit for the sixth and seventh percentile time series.
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Table 4.9: Results of conditional copula estimation for detrended ξ and NYSE
market returns
This table presents results of conditional copula estimation for the dependence structure modeling of
aggregate market tail risk, proxied by the respective tail index time series, and expected weekly market
returns for NYSE from 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012. Fitted log-likelihood values are presented, as well as
the respective Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The determined copula parameters are defined as in
the introductory part of the paper.
Copula 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
Normal copula
ρ -0.0608 -0.0311 0.0397 -0.0049 0.0229
s.e. 0.0319 0.0320 0.0320 0.0320 0.0320
logL 1.7910 0.4543 0.7752 0.0109 0.2568
AIC -0.0016 0.0011 0.0005 0.0020 0.0015
t copula
ρ -0.0726 -0.0128 0.0434 -0.0099 -0.0011
s.e. 0.0332 0.0334 0.0338 0.0343 0.0338
ν 9.1240 12.1758 10.2994 9.0202 8.0533
s.e. 1.7153 2.9463 2.6189 2.3539 1.4426
logL -5.886 -4.684 -1.784 -0.163 -6.464
AIC 0.0158 0.0134 0.0076 0.0043 0.017
Clayton copula
α -0.0702 -0.0338 0.0420 0.0195 0.0558
s.e. 0.0286 0.0314 0.0343 0.0322 0.0350
logL 2.4370 0.5306 0.8194 0.1871 1.4440
AIC -0.0029 0.0009 0.0004 0.0016 -0.0009
Frank copula
α -0.3133 -0.1645 0.0956 -0.1169 0.1367
s.e. 0.1895 0.1896 0.1923 0.1934 0.1900
logL 1.3660 0.3736 0.1251 0.1834 0.2578
AIC -0.0007 0.0013 0.0018 0.0016 0.0015
Plackett copula
α 0.8572 0.9225 1.0509 0.9405 1.0701
s.e. 0.0804 0.0869 0.1027 0.0932 0.1013
logL 1.3480 0.3690 0.1293 0.1926 0.2563
AIC -0.0007 0.0013 0.0017 0.0016 0.0015
The copula fitting results for NYSE index provide a distinct pattern, as the Clayton
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copula is found to model the dependence structure between aggregate market tail risk
and expected returns in the best way. The copula parameter θ is also characterized by
very low values, even negative values are estimated. Results also indicate a small degree
of lower tail dependence.
In summary inspection of the tables clearly indicates that in the majority of cases the
Clayton copula provides the best fit to model the dependence structure between aggregate
market tail risk and expected returns. The parameter values θ of the Clayton copula for
all time series under study range from -0.0702 for the NYSE index up to 0.0558 also for
the NYSE index. The parameter values of θ all lie in the possible range from [−1,∞) \
{0} and these results clearly underpin the positive and non-linear relationship between
aggregate market tail risk and expected returns. As presented in the introduction, the
Clayton copula is characterized by lower tail dependence and relatively weak upper tail
dependence. This result may be some kind of counterintuitive, as one would expect upper
tail dependence between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns. Interestingly,
when the empirical results are considered, this dependence structure can obviously not
be described by upper tail dependence. As the margins are transformed to lie in the
interval [0,1], one can state that the dependence structure between low levels of aggregate
market tail risk and relatively low expected market returns is characterized by an higher
degree of dependence than high levels of aggregate market tail risk and expected returns.
Obviously in times of very high market tail risk the market prices this risk factor not in
the same magnitude as in times of low market tail risk, where the market reacts more
sensitive to even low levels of aggregate market tail risk. Furthermore considering very
low levels of aggregate market tail risk, characterized by tail index estimates of zero or
even negative values, the market apparently prices this decline in aggregate market tail
risk to a higher degree resulting in a higher decline of expected returns than an increase
of market tail risk. Nevertheless, as the Clayton copula cannot account for negative
dependence, the positive non-linear relationship between aggregate market tail risk and
expected returns is clearly empirically proven. The next best fitting copula families are
represented by the Frank and Plackett copula, that are both characterized by relatively
weak or no tail dependence. As these copula families provide the second best fit to the
data and the parameter θ of the Clayton copula is found to be very low, one can state that
the tail dependence between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns is not very
pronounced. The Frank copula is even characterized by a dependence structure where
most of the dependence is located in the center of the distribution. These results and
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the fail of the Gumbel copula in fitting to the data lead to the conclusion that there is a
positive non-linear relationship between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns
with a relatively low degree of lower tail dependence. Even in the very few cases where
the copula parameters of the Frank and Plackett copula are found to be negative, one
clearly has to question these negative parameters considering the high standard errors of
the fitted parameters. The Normal copula is also found in some cases to provide a rea-
sonable fit to the data with positive copula parameters ρ on the majority. Furthermore
it is interesting to see, that the t copula obviously provides no reasonably fit to the data
for all market indices and aggregate tail risk time series, causing negative log-likelihood
values. This fact leads to the conclusion that the dependence structure between aggregate
market tail risk and expected returns can not be described by the same degree of lower
and upper tail dependence, as it is present in the t copula.
Goodness-of-Fit Tests
In the above section the log-likelihood estimation deals with the question of estimating the
appropriate parameter (or parameters in the case of the t copula) in the respective copula
model. However, when it comes to evaluating the best copula model that is also closest
to the true underlying copula model, one also has to apply Goodness-of-Fit (GOF) tests.
Furthermore as Genest et al. (2009) mentions it is of interest whether the dependence
structure of a multivariate distribution is appropriately characterized by a specific copula
class. Thus the final selection of the appropriate copula model is not only based on the
AIC, additionally a GOF-test is applied in order to confirm or reject previous results.
Genest et al. (2009) and Berg (2009) provide an overview on GOF-tests for copula models
and in the following a GOF-test based on ranks of the Cramér-von-Mises statistic Sn
is implemented. The GOF-test is based on an empirical estimate of the copula which
is compared with a parametric estimate of the copula derived under the null hypothesis.
Thus the null hypothesis H0 : C ∈ C0 is tested. As Genest et al. (2009) shows in principal
the GOF-test consists of determining the "distance" between the empirical copula Cn and
an estimator Cθn of the true underlying copula under the null hypothesis,
Cn =
√
n (Cn − Cθn) (4.29)
where θn is based on pseudo-observations. The Cramér-von-Mises statistic is defined as
Sn =
∫
[0,1]d
Cn(u)2dCn(u). (4.30)
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Approximate p-values for this test-statistic are estimated with the multiplier approach
of Kojadinovic and Yan (2011). Results of the GOF-tests for each respective index are pre-
sented in Table 4.10 for S&P 500, in Table 4.11 for NASDAQ and in Table 4.12 for NYSE.
Table 4.10: Results of Goodnes-of-Fit Tests for conditional copula estimation
for detrended ξ and S&P 500 market returns
This table presents results of Goodness-of-Fit (GOF) tests for conditional copula estimation for the
dependence structure modeling of aggregate market tail risk, proxied by the respective tail index time
series, and expected weekly market returns for S&P 500 from 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012. The Cramér-
von-Mises statistic Sn is based on the "distance" between the empirical copula Cn and an estimator Cθn
of the true underlying copula under the null hypothesis. The GOF test for the t copula is based on a fixed
degrees of freedom parameter ν. The determined copula parameters are defined as in the introductory
part of the paper.
Copula 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
Normal copula
Test statistic 0.0148 0.0139 0.0216 0.0171 0.0249
Parameter 0.0440 0.0170 0.0080 0.0060 0.0330
P-value 0.7647 0.8117 0.3112 0.6119 0.2043
t copula
Test statistic 0.0330 0.0183 0.0251 0.0211 0.0274
Parameter 0.0440 0.0000 0.0080 0.0060 0.0330
P-value 0.0315 0.4331 0.1533 0.2672 0.0784
Clayton copula
Test statistic 0.0178 0.0119 0.0207 0.0167 0.0229
Parameter 0.0570 0.0000 0.0100 0.0070 0.0430
P-value 0.5889 0.9476 0.4980 0.7098 0.4031
Frank copula
Test statistic 0.0152 0.0119 0.0214 0.0172 0.0248
Parameter 0.2500 0.0000 0.0430 0.0320 0.1900
P-value 0.6359 0.8886 0.2493 0.4690 0.1563
Plackett copula
Test statistic 0.0153 0.0119 0.0215 0.0172 0.0248
Parameter 1.1330 0.9990 1.0210 1.0170 1.0980
P-value 0.6449 0.8956 0.2473 0.5070 0.1484
Results of the GOF-test clearly confirm the findings of the above copula parameter
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estimation for S&P 500. The Normal copula yields the best fit for the fourth percentile,
closely followed by the Frank and Plackett copula. Whereas the Clayton copula is found
to provide the best fit for the fifth to eighth percentile.
Table 4.11: Results of Goodnes-of-Fit Tests for conditional copula estimation
for detrended ξ and NASDAQ market returns
This table presents results of Goodness-of-Fit (GOF) tests for conditional copula estimation for the
dependence structure modeling of aggregate market tail risk, proxied by the respective tail index time
series, and expected weekly market returns for NASDAQ from 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012. The Cramér-
von-Mises statistic Sn is based on the "distance" between the empirical copula Cn and an estimator Cθn
of the true underlying copula under the null hypothesis. The GOF test for the t copula is based on a fixed
degrees of freedom parameter ν. The determined copula parameters are defined as in the introductory
part of the paper.
Copula 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
Normal copula
Test statistic 0.0131 0.0161 0.0143 0.0204 0.0150
Parameter -0.0450 0.0190 -0.0080 0.0160 -0.0350
P-value 0.8836 0.6628 0.7877 0.3631 0.7597
t copula
Test statistic 0.0220 0.0176 0.0319 0.0277 0.0207
Parameter -0.0450 0.0260 -0.0080 0.0160 -0.0350
P-value 0.2333 0.4930 0.0325 0.0694 0.2952
Clayton copula
Test statistic 0.0192 0.0157 0.0139 0.0184 0.0209
Parameter -0.0070 0.0330 -0.0100 0.0470 -0.0060
P-value 0.6149 0.7557 0.8776 0.6119 0.4980
Frank copula
Test statistic 0.0136 0.0144 0.0145 0.0207 0.0149
Parameter -0.2560 0.1480 -0.0450 0.0940 -0.2030
P-value 0.7977 0.7138 0.7378 0.2902 0.7128
Plackett copula
Test statistic 0.0141 0.0145 0.0144 0.0207 0.0148
Parameter 0.8730 1.0750 0.9790 1.0490 0.9050
P-value 0.7677 0.7118 0.7288 0.2852 0.7208
Findings for NASDAQ contradict the above results, as the Normal copula is estimated
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providing the best fit for the fourth and eighth percentile. The above results determined
the Frank and Plackett copula to exhibit the best fit. Nevertheless the Clayton copula is
also found to deliver the best fit for the sixth and seventh percentile.
Table 4.12: Results of Goodnes-of-Fit Tests for conditional copula estimation
for detrended ξ and NYSE market returns
This table presents results of Goodness-of-Fit (GOF) tests for conditional copula estimation for the
dependence structure modeling of aggregate market tail risk, proxied by the respective tail index time
series, and expected weekly market returns for NYSE from 03/26/1993 to 05/18/2012. The Cramér-von-
Mises statistic Sn is based on the "distance" between the empirical copula Cn and an estimator Cθn of
the true underlying copula under the null hypothesis. The GOF test for the t copula is based on a fixed
degrees of freedom parameter ν. The determined copula parameters are defined as in the introductory
part of the paper.
Copula 4th perc. 5th perc. 6th perc. 7th perc. 8th perc.
Normal copula
Test statistic 0.0312 0.0302 0.0303 0.0228 0.0153
Parameter -0.0540 -0.0270 0.0150 -0.0050 0.0240
P-value 0.0584 0.0804 0.0784 0.2672 0.7058
t copula
Test statistic 0.0451 0.0474 0.0327 0.0191 0.0289
Parameter -0.0540 -0.0270 0.0150 -0.0210 0.0240
P-value 0.0055 0.0045 0.0355 0.3861 0.0684
Clayton copula
Test statistic 0.0325 0.0310 0.0395 0.0231 0.0153
Parameter -0.0660 -0.0340 0.0570 -0.0270 0.0760
P-value 0.1014 0.1314 0.0465 0.4371 0.7707
Frank copula
Test statistic 0.0322 0.0299 0.0310 0.0200 0.0152
Parameter -0.3080 -0.1550 0.0870 -0.1220 0.1370
P-value 0.0315 0.0495 0.0435 0.3362 0.6568
Plackett copula
Test statistic 0.0322 0.0299 0.0311 0.0200 0.0152
Parameter 0.8570 0.9260 1.0470 0.9420 1.0690
P-value 0.0225 0.0554 0.0485 0.3252 0.6439
GOF-tests for NYSE index exhibit the same pattern as log-likelihood fitting, due to
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the fact the Clayton copula also provides the best dependence model for all percentiles
of aggregate market tail risk. However, the GOF-test yields no accurate fit of all copula
models under study for the sixth percentile time series at conventional significance levels.
The above log-likelihood fitting indicated the Clayton copula to best model the depen-
dence structure.
In summary one can clearly state that the results of the GOF-tests indicate the Clayton
copula to provide the best dependence model for aggregate market tail risk and expected
returns. In the majority of cases the GOF-tests confirm the above results of the log-
likelihood estimation. Further inspection of the results shows the second best dependence
models are characterized by the Frank, Plackett and Normal copula functions with pos-
itive dependence parameters in the majority of cases. Due to the fact, that the Clayton
copula can not account for negative dependence these results also confirm the positive
and non-linear relationship between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns.
4.6 Conclusion
The recent financial crisis and their ongoing implications on the global economy have fur-
ther emphasized the need for the application of more sophisticated methods in financial
modeling. One central issue relates to modeling dependencies between several parame-
ters in asset pricing. The above analysis of the dependence structure between aggregate
market tail risk and expected market returns is one step towards a better understanding
of the dependencies in financial markets. Previous results in Riedel and Wagner (2013)
have already determined the non-linear relationship between aggregate market tail risk
and expected returns, which have been confirmed by further examining the relationship
with copula functions. The empirical analysis clearly identified the Clayton copula to
be the best model describing the dependence structure. The findings have important
implications in asset pricing, as on the one hand the positive relationship between aggre-
gate market tail risk and expected returns is confirmed. At the other hand future asset
pricing models containing aggregate market tail risk, have to account for the non-linear
dependence structure. The examined Clayton copula can serve as a model for integrating
the priced factor aggregate market tail risk in asset pricing models. Future research also
has to address more sophisticated modeling of the dependence structure, for example by
including multiparameter copula functions or mixing of existing copula functions.
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5 Epilog
This dissertation is dedicated to the empirical analysis of extreme risks and non-
linearities in financial asset pricing. As outlined in the preface in chapter 1, several em-
pirical analyses are conducted in order to identify and model extremes and non-linearities
in financial markets. After reaching the basic aim of my research efforts, this disserta-
tion also offers some suggestions for financial and regulatory authorities as well as for the
academic world.
The first essay clearly identified a significant pricing of aggregate market tail risk in
equity markets. Obviously asset pricing models that do not account for this additional
risk premium miss a significant determinant of risk. This empirical result also raises a
further research question for the future: The appropriate definition of the term risk. Past
research mainly focused on the term variance, however as outlined in the first essay, sev-
eral factors do influence the riskiness of outcomes. Future research could also analyze in
more detail the effect of aggregate or individual tail risk in corporate and sovereign debt
pricing. Furthermore the first essay also empirically determined a non-linear dependence
structure between aggregate market tail risk and expected returns. Especially this non-
linear dependence structure has to be further addressed in future research. One possible
direction is outlined in the third essay of this dissertation. Obviously asset pricing models
have also to account for the non-linear dependence structure between aggregate market
tail risk and expected returns. Simple linear correlation models may lead to wrong results
in pricing and disastrous results in reality.
In order not only to focus on equity markets in analyzing non-linearities in asset pric-
ing, the second essay analyzed the determinants of sovereign credit spread changes in
Latin American emerging markets. Focusing on the Brazilian, Colombian, Mexican and
Venezuelan sovereign bond issues, the paper identified a significant systematic factor,
that is missing in conventional models for changes in sovereign credit spreads. The paper
identified this systematic factor as an unobservable sovereign credit cycle and modeled
this credit cycle via a two-state Markov regime switching model. Introducing the credit
cycle significantly improved the model fit of sovereign credit spread changes. Further-
more the essay identified significant changes in the magnitude as well as in the statistical
and economical significance of several spread determinants. The results have also signifi-
cant consequences for debt pricing models as for example standard sovereign bond rating
models not considering sovereign credit cycles may lead to wrong rating analyses and
regulatory implications. Obviously non-linear effects also influence changes in sovereign
credit spreads to an important part and this factor must not be omitted in appropriate
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debt pricing models.
The third essay presents an in-depth analysis of the dependence structure between ag-
gregate market tail risk and expected returns. The results of the first and the third essay
suggest an significant positive relationship, however this relationship is characterized by
a non-linear dependence structure. With the empirical application of several copula func-
tion, which exhibit different characteristics in dependence modeling, the essay identified
the Clayton copula function to provide the best dependence model. As Clayton copula
functions show strong lower tail dependence and weak upper tail dependence, the empir-
ical results clearly verify the non-linear and positive dependence structure. The results
provide an applicable dependence model for future asset pricing models, which include a
non-linear tail risk premium.
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